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ABSTRACT:
The following project utilized children's literature to create lesson plans and
activities that could be used to supplement an elementary curriculum, grades fourth
through sixth. The purpose of the project was to develop lesson plans that integrated
children's literature into the content areas and set the learning experiences in child
centered, authentic contexts. Research has shown that children's literature can be used as
an effective learning tool in the elementary classroom. This project uses children's
literature to help teach many concepts that occur across an elementary curriculum. The
focus of the lessons created center around the fourth through sixth grades, but many
lessons can be adapted for younger or older students. This unit, however, is not to be
taught independently. The intent was to create a unit that would supplement an
intermediate curriculum currently established.
Research methods used to complete this project included reading over 200
children's picture books and 8 children's chapter books. Other resources in children's
literature and curriculum development, including several articles, a textbook, and the
internet were used for research. I discovered from this project many ways and
advantages to using children's literature in the classroom. Children's literature serves as
an appropriate resource in any elementary classroom and can benefit students in
academic and personal ways.
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Challenges
Challenges to see different perspectives:
Picture Books:
Language Arts:
Antics -Cathi Hepworth (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1992)
Two Bad Ants -Chris Van Allsburg (Houghton Miffiin Company, 1988)
The Little House -Virginia Lee Burton (Houghton Miffiin Company, 1942)
Night oj the Gargoyles -Eve Bunting (Clarion Books, 1994)
June 29, 1999 -David Wiesner (Clarion Books, 1992)
Tuesday -David Wiesner (Clarion Books, 1991)
TheMinpins -Roald Dahl (Viking, 1991)
How Night Came A Folktale from the Amazon -Joanna Troughton
(Blackie and Son Ltd., 1986)
Science:
Verdi -Janell Cannon (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1997)
Stellaluna -Janell Cannon (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1993)
Yuck! A Big Book oj Little Horrors -Robert Snedden (The Templar Company, 1996)
Social Studies:
Amelia's Road-Linda Jacobs Altman (Lee and Low Books Inc., 1993)
What the Good Man Does is Always Right -Hans Christian Andersen
(The Dial Press, Inc., 1968)
The Dove's Letter -Keith Baker (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1988)
Stranger in the Mirror -Allen Say (Houghton Mifflin Company, 1995)
Call Me Ahnighito - Pam Conrad (Harper Collins Publishers, 1995)
TheMacMillan Book oj Astronomy -Roy A. Gallant
(MacMillan Publishing Company, 1986)
Be Good to Eddie Lee -Virginia Fleming (Philomel Books, 1993)
Thinking Big -Susan Kuklin (Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Books, 1986)
The Stonecutter -Pam Newton (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1990)
Ben's Dream -Chris Van Allsburg (Houghton Miffiin Company, 1982)
Math:
Math Curse -Jon Sciezka and Lane Smith (Viking, 1995)
Art:
Tar Beach -Faith Ringgold (Crown Publishers, 1991)
All I See -Cynthia Rylant (Orchard Books, 1988)
Shadows and Reflections - Tana Hoban (Greenwillow Books, 1990)
Round Trip -Ann Jonas (Greenwillow Books, 1983)
Chapter Books:
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH -Robert C. O'Brien (Aladdin Paperbacks, 1971)
Bull Run -Paul Fleishman (Harper Trophy, 1993)
Challenges to protect our environment:
Picture Books:
Language Arts:
Emily -Michael Bedard (A Doubleday Book for Young Readers, 1992)
Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain -Verna Aardema
(Dial Books for Young Readers, 1981)
Welcome to the Greenhouse -Jane Yolen (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1993)
Alison's Zinnia -Anita Lobel (Greenwillow Books, 1990)
Miss Rumphius -Barbara Cooney (The Viking Press, 1982)
Science:
Nature by Design -Bruce Brooks (Farrar Straus Giroux, 1991)
Someday a Tree -Eve Bunting (Clarion Books, 1993)
The Whale's Song -Dyan Sheldon (Dial Books for Young Readers, 1991)
The Story of Rosy Dock -Jeannie Baker (Greenwillow Books, 1995)
Jaguarundi -Virginia Hamiliton (The Blue Sky Press, 1995)
Everglades -Jean Craighead George (Harper Collins Publishers, 1995)
Into the Sea -Brenda Z. Guiberson (Henry Holt and Company, 1996)
Owl Moon -Jane Yolen (Philomel Books, 1987)
Welcome to the Sea of Sand -Jane Yolen (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1996)
The Puffins Are Back -Gail Gibbons (Harper Collins Publishers, 1991)
Social Studies:
Conservation: A Thoughtful Way of Explaining Conservation to Children -Robert
Ingpen and Margaret Dunkle (Hill of Content, 1987)
A River Ran Wild -Lynne Cherry (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1992)
No Star Nights -Anna Egan Smucker (Dragonfly Books, 1989)
A Tale of Antarctica -Ulco Glimmerveen (Scholastic, Inc., 1989)
When the Rivers Go Home -Ted Lewin (MacMillan Publishing Company, 1992)
When the Monkeys Came Back -Kristine L. Franklin (Atheneum, 1994)
The Great Kapok Tree -Lynne Cherry (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1990)
Night Visitors -Ed Young (Philomel Books, 1995)
Math:
Where the Forest Meets the Sea -Jeannie Baker (Greenwillow Books, 1987)
The Seasons and Someone -Virginia Kroll (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994)
Art:
Window -Jeannie Baker (Greenwillow Books, 1991)
Chapter Books:
On the Far Side of the Mountain -Jean Craighead George (puffin Books, 1990)
Hatchet -Gary Paulson (1987)
Challenges to explore new paths:
Picture Books:
Language Arts:
Seven Candles for Kwanzaa -Andrea Davis Pinkney
(Dial Books for Young Readers, 1993)
Bees Dance and Whales Sing: The Mysteries of Animal Communication -Margery
Facklam (Sierra Club Books for Children, 1992)
Iron John -Eric A. Kimmel (A Holiday House Book, 1994)
John Henry -Julius Lester (Dial Books, 1994)
Dance of the Sacred Circle: A Native American Tale -Kristina Rodanas
(Little, Brown and Company, 1994)
Savitri: A Tale of Ancient India -Aaron Shepard (Albert Whitman and Company, 1992)
Science:
Somewhere Today -Bert Kitchen (Candlewick Press, 1992)
The Bee Tree -Patricia Polacco (Philomel Books, 1993)
My Place in Space -Robin and Sally Hirst (Orchard Books, 1988)
Peppe the Lamplighter -Elisa Bartone (Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Books, 1993)
Social Studies:
A Tree's Tale -Lark Carrier (Dial Books for Young Readers, 1996)
Dandelions -Eve Bunting (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1995)
Fly Away Home -Eve Bunting (Clarion Books, 1991)
Aunt Harriet's Underground Railroad in the Sky -Faith Ringgold
(Crown Publishers, Inc., 1992)
Market -Ted Lewin (Lothrop, Lee, and Shepard Books, 1996)
Coming To America: The Story of Immigration -Betsy Mestro (Scholastic, Inc., 1996)
Shaker Boy -Mary Lyn Ray (Browndeer Press, Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994)
The Wall-Eve Bunting (Clarion Books, 1990)
Lights on the River -Jane Resh Thomas (Hyperion Books for Children, 1994)
The Tortilla Factory -Gary Paulsen (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1995)
How to Make an Apple Pie and See the World -Marjorie Priceman
(Dragonfly Books, 1994)
Old Home Day -Donald Hall (Browndeer Press, 1996)
Grandfather's Journey -Allen Say (Houghton Mifflin Company, 1993)
Boundless Grace -Mary Hoffman (Dial Books for Young Readers, 1995)
Math:
The Librarian Who Measured the Earth -Kathryn Lasky
(Little, Brown and Company, 1994)
Fraction Fun -David A. Adler (Holiday House, 1996)
Art:
A to Zen -Ruth Wells (Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers, 1992)
Chapter Books:
Dragonwings -Laurence Yep (Harper Trophy, 1975)
Kids At Work-Lewis Hine and the Crusade Against Child Labor -Russell Freedman
(Clarion Books, 1994)
Challenges to seek inner strength:
Picture Books:
Language Arts:
Amber on the Mountain -Tony Johnston (Dial Books for Young Readers)
The Lion's Whiskers -Nancy Raines Day (Scholastic Inc., 1995)
The Khan's Daughter: A Mongolian Folktale -Laurence Yep (Scholastic Press, 1997)
More Than Anything Else -Marie Bradby (Orchard Books, 1995)
My Great-Aunt Arizona -Gloria Houston (Harper Collins Publishers, 1992)
Mufaro 's Beautiful Daughters An African Tale -John Steptoe
(Lothrop, Lee, and Shepard Books, 1987)
The Egyptian Cinderella -Shirley Clilmo (Harper Collins, 1989)
The Talking Eggs -Robert D. San Souci (Dial Books for Young Readers, 1989)
Sootface: An Ojibwa Cinderella Story -John Steptoe (Delacorte Press, 1994)
The Turkey Girl -Penny Pollock (Little Brown and Company, 1996)
Yeh-Shen -Ai-Ling Louie (Putnam and Grosset Group, 1982)
The Rough-Face Girl-Rafe Martin (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1992)
Lily and the Wooden Bowl-Alan Schroeder
(A Doubleday Book for Young Readers, 1994)
Science:
The Wave -Margaret Hodges (Houghton Mifflin Company, 1964)
Kate Shelley Boundfor Legend -Robert D. San Souci
(Dial Books for Young Readers, 1995)
The Empty Pot -Demi (The Trumpet Club, 1990)
Social Studies:
Pink and Say -Patricia Polacco (Philomel Books, 1994)
Sadako -Eleanor Coerr (G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1993)
John Brown One Man Against Slavery -Gwen Everett
(Rizzo Ii International Publications, 1993)
The Faithful Friend -Robert D. San Souci
(Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers, 1995)
Teammates -Peter Golenbock
(Gulliver Books, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers, 1990)
Smoky Night -Eve Bunting (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1994)
Minty A Story of Young Harriet Tubman -Alan Schroeder
(Dial Books for Young Readers, 1996)
A Picture Book of Sojourner Truth -David A. Adler (Holiday House, 1994)
Rebel-Allan BailIe (Ticknow and Fields Books for Young Readers, 1994)
Eleanor -Barbara Cooney (Viking, 1996)
Math:
Wilma Unlimited: How Wilma Rudolph Became the World's Fastest Woman -Kathleen
Krull (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1996)
Chapter Books:
Lyddie -Katherine Paterson (Lodestar, 1991)
Eleanor Roosevelt -A Life oj Discovery -Russell Freedman (Scholastic Inc. 1993)
Sean's War -Leone Castell Anderson (Shadow Play Press, 1997)
Introduction
The following thesis includes children's literature integrated in lesson plans and
activities that can be used to supplement an elementary curriculum, grades fourth through
sixth. One of the goals includes developing lesson plans that integrate children's
literature into the content areas. Learning experiences are set in child centered, authentic
contexts. Research has shown that children's literature can be used as an effective
learning tool in the elementary classroom. This thesis uses children's literature to help
teach many concepts that occur across an elementary curriculum. The grade level of the
lessons created centers around the fourth through sixth grades, but many lessons can be
adapted for younger or older students. This unit, however, is not to be taught
independently. The intent was to create a unit that can supplement an intermediate
classroom curriculum.
Research methods used to complete this project included reading over 200
children's picture books and eight children's chapter books. Other resources in
children's literature and curriculum development, including several articles, a textbook,
and the internet were used for research. I discovered from this project many advantages
and ways to integrate children's literature in the classroom curriculum. Children's
literature serves as an appropriate resource in any elementary classroom and can benefit
students in many personal and academic ways.
There are several personal values to be obtained from children's literature
(Tomlinson & Lynch-Brown, 1996). For example, children gain enjoyment from self-
selecting literature to read or have read aloud to them, and early positive experiences with
literature can lead to a lifetime of reading enjoyment (p. 4). Other personal values of
2literature include the opportunity for vicarious experiences, students often feel that they
are living through the experiences in a book. These vicarious experiences allow readers
to be taken to places and times that they would otherwise not be able to visit (p. 4).
When students read and view the world through a character's eyes they also obtain a
greater ability to empathize with others. Through vicarious experiences students face
moral dilemmas in literature and these experiences can help them develop a greater
understanding of right and wrong, as well as decision making skills.
There are also several academic values of children's literature for students. The
more students read, the more proficient at reading they become. Students need to be read
aloud to and spend time silently reading every day. It is important for students to have
experiences reading whole stories in order to become better readers. Students that are
engaged daily with literature are exposed to a rich vocabulary and excellent writing styles
that serve as models for students' own writing (p. 8). In the content areas, literature can
be used across the curriculum to present information in a more illustrative,
comprehensible, and narrative manner. Literature lends itself to helping students acquire
an appreciation for art. Illustrations in children's books compliment the text and help
students "see" or understand the story meaning more in-depth. This enhances students'
cognitive development, as well as fosters students' aesthetic responses.
The thematic unit I have developed is designed to act as a supplement to an
existing curriculum. The unit is designed around the working theme of Challenges and
four main subcategories including: Challenges to See Different Perspectives, Challenges
to Protect the Environment, Challenges to Explore New Paths, and Challenges to Seek
Inner Strength. Each subcategory or topic can function as a mini unit within the unit as a
3whole. The four topics contain many lesson plans and literature connection ideas that can
be worked into a curriculum at appropriate times.
Research articles supporting the use of children's literature in the classroom aided
me in the process of developing lesson plans and literature activities that can be
implemented in a general elementary classroom. Many of the articles focus specifically
on literature integrated into a particular content area. Findings illuminate the notion that
the whole language philosophy supports the integration of literature into the science
curriculum (Butzow, 1989, p. 9). According to the whole language philosophy,
children's literature can be used to introduce reading in a large, purposeful unit of
meaning. Books are selected, read, discussed, and activities are then implemented to
relate to the content studied and the literature selected. The whole language approach is
based on the use of children's literature. Children are being taught to read for
information, ideas, insights, and entertainment simultaneously. In general, reading is
done for two main purposes: efferent reading, taking the knowledge away from the text,
and aesthetic reading, assuming the identity of a book's character (Tomlinson & Lynch-
Brown, p. 9). Aesthetic reading is especially important for young readers because it
allows students to read for enjoyment and develop a sense for the type of literature that
they prefer. The following unit incorporates children's literature throughout the content
studies.
The main purpose behind integrating children's literature into the various content
studies is to offer students real-life connections. According to Smith and Johnson (1994)
there are three ways to integrate literature within the content studies: single-discipline,
interdisciplinary, and integrative curricula.
4The single-discipline literature model develops a theme or thematic learning
cycle. Literature is implemented by using the narrative as the primary reading source and
the textbook becomes a resource in a single content area. Students all read a selected
book and various activities may be used to incorporate the literature into the curriculum.
Teaching strategies include: paired reading, kaleidoscope reading, guided reading,
literature circles, and large group discussions. Text sets may also be used to present
multiple perspectives on a theme/topic.
The interdisciplinary literature model is used to link two or more disciplines, such
as language arts and social studies, by a common theme. Students work with a common
theme implemented throughout disciplines, and make greater connections across topics.
Integrative literature models are similar to interdisciplinary models, except that
the theme selected becomes the focus throughout all content subjects. This approach
breaks away from the traditional approach by avoiding the segmentation of the
disciplines. For example, math is no longer taught only in math, but instead the concepts
are integrated into an overall theme and taught throughout the unit. The three approaches
mentioned become the basis behind integrating children's literature into the curriculum.
A study by Palmer and Stewart (1997) illustrates how nonfiction trade books can
be integrated into the elementary classroom curriculum to enhance content area
instruction. The study is based on their belief that, ''Nonfiction trade books offer a
powerful alternative to the dominance of the single textbook (p. 631)." Students also
need to be exposed to a variety of expository texts and tradebooks to provide practice
with this genre. Nonfiction tradebooks cater to the readability oftoday's students. These
books are written to be informative, focused, and entertaining. Students interacting with
5a variety of informational sources discover that answers cannot always be found in one
reference. Students are forced to break the trend of copying from the encyclopedia and
using a single source for reports. Teachers can use nonfiction literature in the classroom
and teach students how to choose the appropriate literature for their ability level, research
topic, and goals. Overall, nonfiction tradebooks can help students learn how to acquire
research skills and how to synthesize information.
Informational books and other children's literature genres can also be used to help
beginning readers. Young children can utilize informational tradebooks to gain greater
insights into the content studies. When age appropriate texts are used and quality
literature is selected, children will become proficient at reading and discovering
information at their level. Francine Johnston (1998) researched the benefits of using
children's literature with predictable texts to help young children learn to read. Johnston
is an educator that follows a more traditional approach to reading instruction, but also
sees the benefits of using predictable tradebooks with young readers. What Johnston
learned was that there are three factors that contribute to the success of young children's
word learning: the reader, the text, and the task. Before selecting a text for young
readers, an understanding of children's developmental levels is important in order to plan
instruction that will enhance word learning. Predictable books are appropriate for
beginning readers, but should not be used as frequently once a student's ability increases.
Johnston discovered that young readers can benefit from the story variety offered in
tradebooks and if used to supplement a basal text along with word bank activities will
demonstrate progress in reading strategies.
6The use of children's literature in the elementary classroom to benefit students
with reading difficulties is also supported by Cole (1998). Ardith Cole describes the use
of beginner-oriented texts in the elementary classroom, and proposes that struggling
readers prefer to read literature that is simplistic and somewhat predictable. Readability
is the key to why struggling readers select simplistic literature that is often found in
books over thirty years old. A close examination led Cole to discover that in old
beginner-oriented texts there is greater spacing per page, punctuation is consistent, the
number of words per sentence and per page is fewer, and the complexity of the sentences
is decreased. Cole discovered in her own literature-based classroom that students who
have difficulty reading aesthetically produced children's literature need to be given
literature that is appropriate for their readability level. Students with developmental
disabilities can also achieve success from reading predictable trade books, or books with
rhyme, repetition, and rhythm.
In a study using predictable trade books with fourth and fifth grade students who
had been identified as developmentally handicapped, Mefferd and Pettegrew (1997)
worked with students over a five month period during which varying reading strategies
were implemented, including choral reading, independent reading, pre-reading activities,
and many word decoding strategies. Students experienced success in reading though the
use of predictable texts and a series of reading activities. Each student improved his/her
overall instructional reading level on the Basic Reading Inventory graded passages by at
least one level at the conclusion of the study.
There are several advantages to integrating multicultural children's literature into
the classroom curriculum (Tomlinson & Lynch-Brown, 1996, pp. 202-203).
7Multicultural Literature is valuable to the classroom curriculum because it includes many
excellent stories that are worthy of children's attention. Students that are part of a
microculture (racial or religious prejudice) can gain coping skills from reading
multicultural literature that highlights characters dealing with some of the same problems
that they may be experiencing. It is also important for students to see characters like
themselves represented positively in literature. Student's self-esteem and pride in their
heritage is increased from reading multicultural literature. Reading multicultural
literature allows students, parents, and teachers to learn about or become more aware of
other worldly cultures. This is especially important for Euro-American children who
may only see themselves reflected in literature and develop a superior concept of their
heritage. Sharing multicultural literature with all children is important, particularly
because children, left on their own, generally choose to read literature about people
racially or ethnically like themselves.
Using multicultural literature to supplement an elementary social studies
curriculum proved to be beneficial according to Kincade and Pruitt (1996). In this study
tradebooks were used in a classroom to make connections between diverse cultures and
social studies concepts, enabling students to see the "real world" value of social studies.
For example, students expanded their knowledge of culture and language by reading
literature based on various cultures of the world. Tradebooks can also be used to help
children see cross-cultural similarities. Children can contribute their own experiences
and activities to compare and contrast as a way to personalize the literature and activities.
"Children can vicariously experience cultures around the world through the talents of
experienced writers and gifted illustrators (p. 24)." Overall, Kincade and Pruitt
8concluded that, ''Using children's literature to teach social studies concepts resulted in
students' acquisition of more concepts and a greater depth of understanding of those
concepts than would be achieved through the more traditional textbook only
methodology (p. 28)." Tradebooks facilitate students' understanding of social studies by:
increasing the variety of readable books used to supplement textbooks, providing a more
interesting format, presenting new content in a more understandable context providing
"causal relationships between concepts," helping bridge the gap between children's prior
knowledge and new concepts, and strengthening students' ability to read critically and to
use information gathered in decision-making situations. These skills can become an
important basis for teaching children how to become inquirers.
The inquiry cycle, when implemented correctly, provides students with
experiences that give them time to explore, connect, and focus their inquiry. Kathy Short
(Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996; Short & Junardi) a main advocate of the inquiry process,
has written extensively about the inquiry cycle and how to teach students to become
inquirers. The following thesis is based on the idea that students can be independent
learners, and children's literature is a necessary part of teaching students to become
inquirers.
The inquiry cycle is made up of several components. The foundation of the
inquiry cycle is based on the constructivist view of learning: begin with what students
know. Students select a topic of interest to them and engage in an inquiry cycle that
gives them time to experience what they are going to explore. During this time students
see what interests them, begin gathering information, and talk about their discoveries.
When students complete this step in the process they begin to expand their understanding
9of the concept they have selected. From here students go on to look at how their topic is
viewed by different disciplines. This may include that literature, a necessary part of
inquiry, may no longer be at the focus of the inquiry. It is important to begin to utilize
the various other strategies and tools that are available once an inquiry gets underway.
These tools include: experiments, surveys, participant observations, interviews, and other
mediums of investigation. Students also formulate a listing of questions that they
develop throughout their inquiry exploration. With inquiry, students discover answers to
their questions, but also generate more questions that have grown out of their inquiry
process. This then leads to further inquiries. The teacher serves as a resource person for
students during inquiry and helps students work towards finding answers for the original
questions they posed.
The unit that I have developed focuses on students as inquirers. Throughout the
unit students are asked to think about what they already know and apply that to the
current lesson. There is a "loose thread" that weaves itself across the four domains
connecting the broad theme of challenges. Students are challenging themselves daily, in
various domains, throughout the unit. Students also work towards becoming successful
and finding solutions to several challenges. The intended use of this unit is to foster
students' exploration of their interests and questions as inquirers. Children's literature is
at the focus of all the lessons, and students are being taught to see how literature can be
used as a teaching tool and an aid in inquiry.
The lessons in this unit provide a basis for the teacher to draw resources and
valuable information to supplement a curriculum. This unit is not intended to be taught
cover to cover. There is no particular order to the unit and each domain can be looked
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upon as a mini unit within the unit. Each domain allows students to explore a new
challenge. This unit should be looked upon as a process that unfolds through the inquiry
cycle.
Students begin an inquiry with what they know and pursue their interests and
questions by exploring answers to the questions they pose. The beginning of each
domain starts with several selections of children's literature to be read aloud. The
selections draw from a variety of views on a single topic. For example, in the
introduction to Challenges To See Different Perspectives, four children's books were
selected, each offering a different view or look at perspectives. Each introductory read
aloud book gives the reader a different perspective to think about. In the book, The
Dove's Letter by Keith Baker, the reader is told the tale of a letter through the eyes of a
dove. Stranger in the Mirror by Allen Say, causes the reader to think about society'S
perspective or view of people who are aging. This allows students to think about
perspectives and to talk about the perspectives they hold as well as questions they might
have. Students then have a base to begin their inquiry. Students are then given the
opportunity to expand upon the concept. Selections of literature would be brought into
the classroom and more reading would occur with students engaging in joumaling and
writing down questions and topics of interests. Lesson plans would then be implemented
focusing on the various questions that the students have generated. The lesson plans
integrate the various disciplines allowing students to see how the topic is related to
various content or subject areas.
The domain Challenges To Protect The Environment gives students the
opportunity to write about the environment after reading literature selections and
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researching a particular topic of interest. Discussions within the classroom or in small
groups are held throughout this time contributing to the inquiry process. For example,
students are also given the opportunity to complete science experiments involving air
pollution and ozone. Social Studies is integrated into these lessons through student
discussion about the effects of air pollution and ozone on our environment, and
discussion about ways that they can help. The readings that students explore throughout
their inquiry also help students develop and answer questions for further discussion.
During an inquiry students should constantly be generating new questions and
ideally end up with more questions than they began with. This coincides with the
constructivist view on learning that has students begin with what they know. According
to Jerome Harste "Children can learn new things only by building from where they are.
This means that we must accept the language that children bring with them to school as
well as the experiences they have had (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1996, p. 15)." Each
domain begins with students drawing upon what they already know. The domain
Challenges To Explore New Paths is an excellent example of this concept. Before
students can explore new paths, they must first be familiar with their own path. Students
are given the opportunity to expand their path through reading about and discovering
paths from the past and paths that are yet to be taken. An example of exploring a path
from the past would be a look back into history and immigration. Students would begin
reading about immigration and studying their own family histories and ancestry.
Explorations into math and science, as well as many of the new paths that were opened
because of important findings, will also be discovered through reading children's
literature and completing lessons that coincide.
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Students are constantly working towards answering the many questions they
originally pose. The teacher's role is to serve as a resource person, and this is done, for
example, through providing a large selection of literature for students to choose from.
The teacher also serves as a facilitator for students by helping them further develop their
questions and research methods. The teacher may choose to implement experiments and
other activities to engage students and further their inquiry process. Doing this will help
students expand their concept and view it from varying disciplines. The teacher is never
dictating to students exactly what they should or should not be exploring. Students are,
however, required to follow the inquiry process and to record and discuss their questions
and findings. This ensures that students have opportunities to explore their many
questions and findings. Lesson plans are designed to be implemented with the entire
class, but that is not to say that small groups can not also be used to teach lessons
depending on interest. It is the teacher's responsibility, as a guide, to ensure that all
students are learning and given the opportunity to explore what interests them.
Overall, the inquiry process is an essential part of using children's literature in the
classroom. Students are given the opportunity to read texts that are appropriate for their
reading level and that are of interest to them. The research has shown that students at all
reading levels can benefit from children's literature, fiction and nonfiction, integrated
into the classroom curriculum. Allowing students the opportunity to select literature and
begin their own guided inquiries leads.to an enhanced learning process. This thematic
unit guides teachers in the inquiry process and focuses upon the needs of the students.
Children's literature serves an important role in the elementary school classroom and the
following unit is intended to help teachers develop a classroom of inquirers.
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Introduction to Challenge to See Different Perspectives
Picture Books to be Read Aloud:
Antics -Cathi Hepworth
The Dove's Letter -Keith Baker
The Stonecutter -Pam Newton
Stranger in the Mirror -Allen Say
Discussion/Goals:
Explore and discuss students' background knowledge and understandings about
varying perspectives. Students will develop an understanding of and familiarity with the
concept of trying to see someone else's perspective, especially during a disagreement.
Model and discuss examples of having or needing to take the perspective of someone or
something else. Discuss the importance of being able to take on different perspectives.
Discuss the perspectives explored in the books read aloud for the introduction .
.'
Antics -Cathi Hepworth
G. P. Putnam's Sons (1992)
This is a version of an alphabet book that portrays only ants. Each letter is
represented by a word accompanied by a picture of an ant displaying that picture. The
pictures are very creative and entertaining.
Theme: Look for story within the story.
-Perspectives
The Dove's Letter - Keith Baker
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich (1988)
A dove finds a letter on the road and makes it a personal duty to deliver the letter
to the rightful owner. The dove meets many people along the way, all of whom believe
the letter was written by a close friend or family member. In the end, the letter was left in
the hands of a soldier who was returning from war to visit his true love.
Theme: There is a usually more than one interpretation for a situation.
-Perspectives
-Have students write creatively from the perspective of an animal.
The Stonecutter -Pam Newton
G. P. Putnam's Sons (1990)
The stonecutter was a man who labored long days making blocks from stone. He
never minded this job until he delivered bricks to a wealthy man and the stonecutter then
longed for what this man had. He prayed to the spirits who decided to grant his wishes to
be something more. He took on many new positions all thinking the next would be better
off then the last until he was back to being a stonecutter.
Theme: Showing gratitude for what you have by not coveting others possessions.
-Perspectives
-Discuss with students why it seems we are always wanting what someone else
has.
Stranger in the Mirror -Allen Say
Houghton Mifflin Company (1995)
Sam comes home from school one day and states that he does not want to get old.
The next morning Sam awakes to discover that he has aged into an old man overnight.
His parents start to treat him differently and the kids at school are mean and don't want
much to do with him. Nobody seems to understand that he is stilI the same Sam with just
a different face.
Theme: Appearances evoke different reactions in people.
-Perspectives
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH -Robert C. O'Brien
Illustrator: Zena Bernstein
Aladdin Paperbacks (1971) P.233
This is the story of a field mouse who is widowed and has four children. Her life
is pretty good and very typical of a mouse until her son becomes sick and Mrs. Frisby is
faced with a big challenge. Mrs. Frisby must move her winter house in the garden to a
new location or face the danger of losing her son if they move to the summer house
during the cold. Mrs. Frisby is forced to seek the help of others and here unfolds a tale of
adventure and creativity as she seeks the help of the rats who live nearby on the farm.
Theme: Friends can be found where you least suspect.
-Perspectives
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH
by Robert C. O'Brien
Things to Notice and Talk About
• Mrs. Frisby and the animals share a common language. How do we see
animals communicate in the environment around us?
• Mrs. Frisby needed to move her family in the story. Although her move
wasn't for a warmer climate, what other animals share their time between two
homes?
• Throughout the story animals are seen helping other animals. In what ways
do you see this happening in nature?
• In the story it mentions animals being held in captivity for research. Do you
agree with the reason why these rats and mice were being kept?
• Do you agree with the Rats decision to start over again with a new colony? In
what ways was this a moral decision?
Activities
• Animals are often used to test products, but animals are used in medical
science too. Write a paper defending your position on why animals should or
should not be used for testing.
• Have students break into small groups, look at a chapter, and write and look
up the vocabulary words they do not know.
• Students may wish to create a diorama of the Frisby's home out of a shoebox
or make a poster depicting the Rats "city."
• The reader is given the first person perspective of Mrs. Frisby. Write a short
paragraph describing how the novel would be different if told in the third
person.
• In the novel, the mice and rats were being trained through repetition. What
things have we learned through repetition. Make a chart depicting the various
ways that people learn. Is one way better than another? Why or why not?
Related Books:
(Fantasy)
Book of Enchantments -Patricia C. Wrede
The Giver -Lois Lowry
The Golden Compass -Phillip Pullman
In the Hand of the Goddess - Tamora Pirce
The Magician's Nephew -C.S. Lewis
The Mennyms -Sylvia Waugh
The Mennyms Series -Sylvia Waugh
The Moorchild -Eloise Jarvis Mcgraw
Tuck Everlasting -Natalie Babbitt
Paper Quake -Kathryn Reiss
The Princess Bride -William Goldman
Quest for a Maid -Frances Mary Hendry
The Squire's Tale -Gerald Morris
Music of Dolphins -Karen Hesse
Chapter Book To Be Read Aloud
Bull Run -Paul Fleischman
Harper Trophy (1993) P. 104
This is the story of the Civil War given through the perspectives of several
different characters. There are sixteen characters in all and each speaks in first person in
a given chapter. Each character speaks of the excitement that surrounds them as the
battle of Bull Run begins. The reader gets several personal accounts of the action in the
story and is often made to feel like part of the story. This book lends itself well for
readers theater because of the organization of the chapters and an appendix in the back of
the book lists all the pages that each of the voices appears on.
Theme: Several perspectives can create a "big picture".
-Perspectives
.'
Call Me Ahnighito -Pam Conrad
-Illustrator: Richard Egielski
Harper Collins Publishers (1995)
This is the story of the famous meteorite that was discovered in the Arctic in the
late 1800's. The account is told from the perspective of the meteorite and the reader gets
a first hand experience of all that it had to go through. The emotions perceived by the
meteorite add a lot of detail and thought as to just what it would be like to be in its place.
Theme: Taking on another's perspective shows compassion and understanding.
-Perspectives
-Have students do creative writing from the first person view of an inanimate
object.
The MacMillan Book of Astronomy -Roy A. Gallant
Illustrator: Ron Miller, Don Dixon, Davis Meltzer, Brian Sullivan
MacMillan Publishing Company (1986)
-Use this book for the illustrations and photographs. The section on meteoroids




Context: Creative Writing -Call Me Ahnighito
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
I. explain what characterization is.
2. use creative writing techniques to write from the perspective of an inanimate
object.
Activities:
L Introduce Call Me Ahnighito -Pam Conrad, and ask what a meteorite is, list
the answers on. the board, then read the excerpt from The MacMillan Book of
Astronomy -Roy A. Gallant
2. Ask: students to explain what inanimate is. What kind of characteristics do
inanimate objects have? List on board.
3. Read examples of writing that depict characterization.
4. Introduce the concept of characterization. Read Call Me Ahnighito. What
human characteristics did the meteorite take on?
Guided Practice:
I. Ask: students to pick an object in the room and give it feelings
and human characteristics.
2 Ask students to explain the importance of being able to take on
different perspectives.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will select an inanimate' object and write a
creative story about it, incorporating aspects discussed as a
whole class.
Closing Set:
1. Ask students to describe how they could write a story using creative
writing about an inanimate object.
Materials: Can Me Abnighito,- The MacMil1an Book of Astronomy
Text set: The Little House -Virginia Lee Burton
Night of the Gargoyles -Eve Bunting
Evaluation: Collect the students writing. If their writing completes the objectives and
follows the components discussed in class, the lesson has been successful
Extension Activities:
Math: Read My Place in Space. calculate distances in space
Art: illustrate the student's creative writing
Science: inquiry of meteorites
The Little House -Virginia Lee Burton
Houghton Mifflin Company (1942)
The reader is given the opportunity to view the world through the "eyes" of a
house. The house tells how through the years she sees the world around her change. The
rolling countryside is slowly overtaken by the growing city. The little house becomes
over towered by all of the tall buildings and hurried society. She is finally saved by the
great-great-granddaughter of the builder who moves her back out to the country and takes
very good care of her.
Theme: Consider the feelings of others before making decisions.
-Perspectives
-Have students write creatively from the perspective of an inanimate object.
Night of the Gargoyles -Eve Bunting
Illustrator: David Wiesner
Clarion Books (1994)
When night falls the gargoyles on the old building come alive. They fly up to the
stars and through the trees. They go down to play in the fountains and splash about. A
man sees them one night and tells another who listens in disbelief. The gargoyles mock
and scorn those they see below, and when it comes to be morning, they return to their
posts.
Theme: Things aren't always what they seem.
-Perspectives
-Have students do personification writing.
Amelia's Road -Linda Jacobs Altman
Illustrator: Enrigue O. Sanchez
Lee and Low Books Inc. (1993)
Amelia is a young migrant worker who travels with her family to wherever the
work is. She often feels like she has no place to call home. Amelia longs for a place to
come back to and discovers an accidental road that leads to a big tree. This becomes
Amelia's place. When her family is forced to move again, Amelia hides a box with
personal treasures so she has a place to return to.
Theme: Everybody needs a place to call his own.
-Perspectives
-Talk about the lives of migrant farm workers and compare them to the children
who worked during the early 1900's in Kids at Work.
Topic: ArtiWriting
Grade Level: 4th
Context: Amelia's Road-creating a treasure box, descriptive writing
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. create a box that reflects their personality and displays creativity.
2. students will write a story about the types of objects that they would place
into the box along with a description on each object's
significance.
Activity (one):
1. Introduce Amelia's Road -Linda Jacobs Altman and talk a bit about migrant
workers
2. Read Amelia's Road aloud
3. Discuss with students the lives of migrant workers: ask them what they know
and how they feel about migrant workers.
4. Discuss the treasure box in the book and ways to create a treasure box
Materials: empty shoe boxes, construction paper, old wrapping paper scraps, buttons,
stickers, ribbon, etc. (any materials student's can find or collect from home
and the classroom)
Activity (two):
1. Introduce writing descriptive paragraphs
2. Students will create a list of objects they would place in the box
3. Students \\111 describe each object in writing and explain the object's
significance
Materials: index cards or writing paper or construction paper squares
Guided Practice:
1. Ask one student to repeat the directions back to you. Ask another
student to describe one object they would place in the box.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will create their treasure boxes and write descriptions for
each object.
Evaluation: The collection of the treasure boxes with written paragraphs inside, sharing
small groups their boxes, displaying them in the classroom.
Extension Activities:
Read: Lights on the River -Jane Resh Thomas
Social Studies: compare Amelia's Road to Kid's At Work -Russell Freedman,
in-depth look into migrant workers
Poetry: Mexican- The Tree is Older Than You Are -Naomi Shihab Nye
Two Bad Ants -Chris Van Allsburg
Houghton Mifflin Company (1988)
This story is told from the perspective of ants. A long line of ants enters a house
to raid the sugar jar, but two ants decide this new place is marvelous and decide not to
leave. They encounter several everyday household products in the kitchen and their lives
are constantly being threatened. In the end, they return with their friends with only one
sugar crystal and learn that the house is not their home.
Theme: Home is with your family.
-Perspectives




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. explain how objects can be viewed very differently from the perspective of
others.
2. to write a story from the perspective of an ant
using very detailed descriptions.
Activities:
1. Introduce the topic by reading Two Bad Ants -Chris Van Allsburg
2. Lead the students in a discussion about viewing objects from a different
perspective.
3. Students will write a descriptive story from the perspective of an ant
4. Encourage students to get down on the floor and view things from a new
perspective
Materials: writing paper, Two Bad Ants
Guided Practice:
1. Have a student select an object in the room. Call on several students
to describe the object's features from an ant's perspective.
2. Write the main concepts and ideas on the board.
3. Ask students to explain what a perspective is and how perspectives
change. -
Independent Practice:
1. Students will select a room in their house or the classroom to write a
descriptive story about what an ant would encounter.
Evaluation:
The collection of the stories and posting them on a bulletin board in the room.
Extension Activities:
Language Arts: create a class book 'with a different word as the core for the
alphabet
Art: Illustrate the class book








Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1988
SIlItIIIIIIry
The quest for a mysterious sweet-tasting crystal leads to near disaster for two curious ants. They
persevere to overcome many trials and tribulations of the outside world before returning to the
safety of the ant colony.
Sc~ Topk ArMS
Insects, the life of an ant, physical and social qualities of the ant world, predator-prey relation-
ships, the ant in the human's world, household safety, magnification, the senses
Content Reillted Words
1. On a walk outSiae, look for ant hills and ant trails. What are dangers for ants as they
move about? If there are spider webs handy, look for evidence of spiders feeding on
ants.
Crystal, scout, queen, insect, antennae, colony
ActivItiG
2. Observe the kinds of food that ants seek in nature.
3. What methods do the ants utilize to transport food back to their home?
4. See how far an ant can walk in a minute.
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s. Have a snack outside and see which of your foods attract ants. Include items that repro.;
sent the four basic tastes-sweet, sour, bitter, and salty.
6. Keep an ant farm in the classroom to study these insects.
7. Observe ants moving on a clear tray which has been placed on the overhead projector.
How do they move and react? Create a list of words or phrases to describe their actions.
8. Observe ants with hand lenses or insect boxes, then build an ant using pipe cleaners or -t
modeling clay. The game Cootie can help you learn the parts of the ant's body.
9. Look at other familiar objects under the hand lens or microscope. Compare the
appearance of bread, onion skins, oatmeal, salt, sand, sugar, tea, and other materials. t<
Write descriptions of how these would appear to an ant. '7.:.
10. Many objects in nature are made of crystals. You can grow salt or sugar crystals on a
string. For salt crystals, put 8 to 10 teaspoons of plain table salt into 1 cup of water and
stir until it dissolves. Tie a string around a pencil. Place the pencil across the cup and let
it rest there. Submerge the string in the water but do not let the string touch the bottom
of the cup. Allow the water to evaporate. Crystals will form on the string. (See figure
7.1.) Observe these through a hand lens or microscope. Draw pictures of the shapes you
see. Follow the same procedures for sugar crystals using !Ii cup water and 26 level tea-
spoons of white sugar.
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Fig. 7.1. Growing Crystals on a String.
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11. Duplicate the paper templates in figure 7.2 for common crystal shapes such as four- or
six- or twelve-sided solids. Fold these into the crystal forms and glue the tabs to secure
the crystal. Explore the ways the sides appear to change after folding. Make mobUes of
completed solids. Compare them to the crystals you see under the hand lens in Activity9. .
12. Make up a language experience story about ants. You may have experienced ants at a
picnic, in cupboards, in a sugar bowl- or maybe you've seen red ants.
13. Create a newspaper published by the ant colony which reports on the trouble the "two
bad ants" had in the world of humans.
14. Pretend you are an ant for several days. Each day write about your experiences in a
journal; do this individually or as a whole class.
1S. Do an "ant interview. " One child dresses in an ant costume while the reporter interviews
him or her. QUestions and answers made up ahead by groups of children could serve as
closure for the unit.
16. Read nonfiction trade books on ants and other insects. Children may want to give short
talks about additional information they have gained.
17. Learn some songs about ants from the music teacher. Are the lyrics correct ideas about
ants or just silly?
18. Ask the library media specialist to help students ruid out if ants work for or against our
environment: are they disease-bearing, destructive, or able to inflict harm on humans?
19. Add and subtract numbers of ants for math; make up word problems involving ants.
20. What dangers do household appliances pose for humans? Make a safety list. for sm811
children for such items as toaster, microwave, electrical socket, etc.
; I
21. Read the instruction papers given with new household appliances. Review the safety
features and hints for safe operation.
22. Read the instructions on an ant trap without opening the outside covering. How should
it be used? What are the dangers to people?
23. Write and act out a classroom drama about safe operation of appliances. Make
costumes from boxes, sheets, etc.
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Fig. 7.2. Paper Templates to Make Three-Dimensional Crystal Shapes,
Yuck! A Big Book of Little Horrors -Robert Snedden
The Templar Company (1996)
This book takes you on a journey through the microscopic world in your own
home, It vividly shows all of the surprisingly ugly critters that live along with us that can
never be seen by the naked eye. The images appear quite graphic and almost disturbing,
but it is a very accurate portrayal of our surroundings.
Theme: Seeing is believing.
-Perspectives
-Science: Do a lesson on the use of microscopes and our surroundings.
Thinking Big -Susan Kuklin
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Books (1986)
This is a story of an eight year old girl who is a dwarf. It tells about the physical
challenges she faces everyday and what life will be like for her when she is older.
Theme: A positive attitude can help accomplish big things.
-PerspectiveslInner strength
-Lead a discussion with students on how different the world would be if they were
a dwarf. Then, write descriptive paragraphs.
Topic: Social Studies
Grade Level: 4th
Context: Descriptive Writing-language arts
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. demonstrate through writing their ability to take on a new
perspective.
2. discuss/describe ways to accept diversity and others with special needs.
Activities:
1. Introduce the topic by reading Thinking Big -Susan Kuklin
2. Lead the class in a discussion about why it is important to treat individuals
who differ from us like we would want to be treated
3. Students will write a description on what they think it would be like if they
had a disability, focusing on both similarities and differences.
Materials: writing paper, Thinking Big
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students some different things they might encounter if
they were in a wheel chair, were a dwarf, had downs syndrome etc.
2. Ask students to explain why it is important to model acceptance of
others.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will write a short paper including the topics that were
discussed in class.
Evaluation:
The collection of the short papers and the student's ability to understand what
others' lives may be like.
Extension Activities:
Science: a look at genetics
Math: measuring (heights)
Read: Be Good to Eddie Lee -Virginia Fleming
Be Good to Eddie Lee -Virginia Fleming
Illustrator: Floyd Cooper
Philomel Books (1993)
Eddie Lee is a young boy with Down's syndrome. The two neighbor children,
Christy and Jimlsud, often find it hard to be nice to him and grow tired of him always
trying to tag along. Christy. however. tries very hard to be nice to him and to get JimBud
to do the same. Christy learns an important lesson from Eddie Lee one afternoon and is
forever touched by a boy who knows more about the human spirit and how to love.
Theme: Do not judge by appearances.
-Perspectives
-Look at Down's syndrome and how important it is to not judge others who are
perceived as different.
Stellaluna -Janel I Cannon
Harcourt Brace and Company (1993)
A baby bat named Stellanluna is accidentally dropped by its mother and lands in a
nest with three baby birds. The little bat tries to act like the birds and the birds try to act
like Stellaluna. The bat does eventually meet up with his mother again, but he does not
want to forget his new feathered friends. Stellaluna has the best of both worlds.
Theme: Everything has unique qualities that makes it special.
Diversity allows everything to have its place yet be united.
-Perspectives




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. demonstrate through writing, listening, art work, reading, and
poetry their understanding of bats (where bats live, their habitat, what they eat,
characteristics of bats.)
Activities:
1. Read Stellaluna -Janell Cannon as an introduction to the topic
2. Do a KWL on bats
3. Students will keep a learning log on what they discover throughout the unit.
Daily or weekly entries will be made
4. Students will have the opportunity to create bats out of any materials they can
find in the classroom (construction paper, paper plates, felt, etc.)
5. Students will be encouraged to use the internet to inquire about bats
6. Students will write a poem about bats
7. Students will watch videos/filmstrips upon availability
8. Research in the school library, information books
9. Students will present their findings about bats to the class during a
presentation of their choice (poster, readers theater, paper, etc.)
Extension Activities:
Follow the same format for snakes using 'Yerdi -Janell Cannon, possibly divide
the class in half and half the class study bats and the other half snakes.
Verdi -Janell Connon
Harcourt Brace and Company (1997)
A very young python is pleased with his yellow skin tone and bold stripes that
zigzag. He does not want to become big, green, and lazy like the many adult snakes he
sees. Verdi spends his time climbing trees and running the forest floor. He tries very
hard to stay active in an attempt to keep his yellow coat. In the end, Verdi learns that
being big and green is alright and very useful to his habitat.
Theme: A youthful spirit does not have to be lost through age.
-Perspectives
-Have students do an inquiry of snakes.
Shadows and Reflections - Tana Hoban
Greenwillow Books (1990)
A complete picture book of everyday scenes containing varying shadows and
reflections. The pictures show illusions which may otherwise be overlooked or display a
perspective that may not be noticed.
Theme: Examining objects at a closer view may lead to a more accurate perspective.
-Perspectives
-Have students go outside and look at the shadows and reflections around the




Context: art, writing on observations
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. see a shadow and identify the characteristics of varying shadowing effects.
2. create a shadowing effect with construction paper.
3. see how shadows give a different perspective on an object.
Activities:
1. Read Shadow and Reflections - Tana Hoban
2. Students will go outside and look for shadows around the school grounds
3. Students will write down any observations they see about shadows (this may
be done in the morning and afternoon to compare and contrast)
4. Students will trace each others silhouettes on butcher block paper (shine a
light to create a shadow on the wall of the student's head)
Materials: notebook paper, construction paper, flashlight, butcher block paper
Guided Practice:
1. Take the students outside and discuss shadowing and how the sun is
involved in creating shadows.
2. Ask students to interpret what they are seeing and to explain the
varying perspectives to be found.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will trace each others silhouettes
2. Students will create a shadow of an object out of construction paper
Evaluation:
The collection of the artwork and tracing of each others shadows
-Supplemental Reading:
Round Trip -Ann Jonas
Round Trip -Ann Jonas
Greenwillow Books (1983)
The story begins with a family leaving their house in the country to travel into the
city. The illustrations show everything that is passed and viewed as the car passes by.
When the sun goes down, the family makes the return trip and views everything in a
different light. The book reverses itself
Theme: What goes around comes around.
-Perspectives




Context: Symmetry in everyday objects
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. identify objects as being symmetrical or asymmetrical.
2. identify lines of symmetry and discover that symmetry is all around us.
3. see that symmetry is a perspective
Activities:
1. The students should be acquainted with the books Round Trip- Ann Jonas and
Shadows and Reflections - Tana Hoban
2. Discuss with students what they think symmetry is. Use examples from the
books listed above.
3. Students will work in groups of two and by looking at objects in the classroom
will decide if the objects are symmetrical or asymmetrical.
4. The teacher may also supply objects for the students to classify.
Materials: Books: Round Trip and Shadows and Reflections, varying objects such
as leaves, squares, human figures, etc., paper to record observations
Guided Practice:
1. Ask students what they think symmetry is and have them list
examples.
2. Talk with students about howsome objects may not appear to be
symmetrical depending on the perspective in which they are viewed
(ex. different coloring, the side from which the object is viewed)
Independent Practice:
1. Students in groups of two will record their observations of objects that
have symmetry in the classroom.
Evaluation: Students will discuss their findings with the rest of the class and tell how they
came to their conclusions.
Source: Adapted from Ask ERIC Lesson Plans
http://ericir.syr.eduNirtuallLessonslInterdisciplinaryIINT0069.html
Math Curse - Jon Sciezka and Lane Smith
Viking (1995)
On Monday, the class is told that almost everything can be looked at as a math
problem. This creates many problems, for one girl, starting on Tuesday. Everything
becomes a math problem from the time she wakes up in the morning, to brushing her
teeth, and attending various classes throughout the day. She can't help but think about
math.
Theme: Extraordinary things can be found in ordinary circumstances.
-Perspectives
-Have students look at varying daily activities that involve math and how we can
use the physical classroom to learn math.
Topic: Math
Grade Level: 6th
Context: writing on math observations
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. learn how to observe math in their every day surrounding.
2. expand their knowledge of number sense.
3. see that math can be looked upon from many perspectives.
Activities:
1. Read Math Curse -Jon Sciezka and Lane Smith
2. Students will create their own math problems from their daily lives
3. Students will keep a math log of the various types of math problems they
encounter daily and also record their thinking about particular math concepts
or problems.
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students the math that can be seen in our everyday lives
(ex. hours in the day, number ofrows/desks in the classroom, objects
in the classroom).
2. Talk with students about how the girl sees math from a different
perspective.
3. Ask students to explain how they see math daily and why this is
important.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will keep a log of all the math they can discover in the
classroom.
2. Students will work in small groups discussing their various findings.
Materials: spiral notebooks, Math Curse
Evaluation:
The students' math logs should demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the
math that exists around us daily.
Tuesday - David Wiesner
Clarion Books (1991)
On Tuesday evening a strange event occurred. All of the frogs rose from the pond
on lily pads and flew around the city. They had quite the adventure going through
peoples' houses and encountering a dog or two. The frogs finally returned to the pond,
leaving their lily pads behind to the city's confusion. Next Tuesday the pigs begin to fly.





Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. discover clues in a story that are subtle.
2. look for evidence that supports their findings.
3. retell the story with a partner after viewing only half of the pages each.
Activities:
1. Introduce the book Tuesday -David Wiesner
2. Place students into groups of two and have them do a "split images" reading.
(Each child sees only every other page of the book with his/her partner viewing
the intervening pages. The two partners exchange information and try to
recreate the story.)
3. Discuss with students the following questions:
a) Have the kids look for clues in the book that tell you what time of day it is.
(look for details in the illustrations, not just the printed text)
b) Look for evidence in the book that shows whether the power of flight comes
from the frogs or the lily pads.
c) Set a clock in the classroom to say the same thing as the time given on a
page of the book. Let others look at the time and find that page in the book.
d) Look at the page that shows the town in the morning. Why are they all
looking puzzled?
e) What evidence do they have that something strange happened during the
night? Who could tell them?
f) What do you think will happen on that next Tuesday night? What makes you
think so?
Materials: Tuesday -David Weisner
Guided Practice:
1. Review the questions and discuss with studentsthe book after they
have read it with a partner.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will read the book with a partner using the "split images"
technique.
Closing Set:
1. A possible discussion comparing David Weisner to Chris Van
Allsburg. The illustrations are quite similar.
Evaluation: The discussion with the students and their ability to recreate the story with a
partner.
Source: Adapted from Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site
http://www.carolhurst.comltitles/tuesday.html
Tar Beach - Faith Ringgold
Crown Publishers (1991)
The story of a young girl who uses her imagination in order to fly above the city
and visit the bridge she claims as her own. She develops her own way to escape the
world around her (the busy city, heat from the buildings, crowded buildings) and capture
her dreams.
Theme: The imagination can be an open door to the places we want to go.
-Perspective~nnerstr~h
-Have students create a story quilt.
All I See -Cynthia Rylant
Illustrator: Peter Catalanotto
Orchard Books (1988)
Charlie, a young boy discovers a man, Gregory, who enjoys painting. Charlie
would come everyday to observe Gregory painting and when Gregory would stop to take
a nap Charlie would sneak a peak at what he had painted. Gregory would paint only
whales, although he was painting by a pond. One day Charlie left a picture for Gregory
and he took interest in his new admirer. The two began to paint together, Charlie
whatever he saw and Gregory only whales for that was all he saw.
Theme: Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
-Perspectives
-Talk with students about different kinds of associations and the many things that
"can be seen" in one place.
Ben's Dream -Chris Van Allsburg
Houghton Miffiin Company (1982)
While reading his geography lesson for school, Ben falls asleep to the drumming
of the rain outside. His mind becomes the doorway to a fun-filled fantasy throughout the
world. Ben's dream takes him on a journey past several major landmarks and geographic
features, all from the perspective of his floating house. When Ben awakes, the sun is
shining and his friend Margaret is right there to share the same dream.
Theme: Reading opens the door to imagination.
-Perspectives
-If the students could travel to somewhere in the world, where would they go and
why? What form of transportation would they use to get there?
The Minpins -Roald Dahl
Illustrator: Patrick Benson
Viking (1991)
Billy is bored and upset because he always has to do what his mother says. He is
forbidden to go to the forest because of what lurks in there, but he disobeys his mother
one day and encounters a "whole new world." He is trapped in a tree by a Gruncher and
befriends the minpins who he eventually rescues from the Gruncher with the help of a
swan.
Theme: One should listen carefully to warnings.
-Perspectives
-Have students write creatively focusing upon fantasy.
How Night Came A Folk Tale from the Amazon - Joanna Troughton
Blackie and Son Ltd. (1986)
The Great Snake, who ruled the world below the waters, kept night a prisoner.
His daughter, however, became very ill and needed sleep to become well. Her father was
requested to release night and sealed it in a palm nut to be opened only by his daughter.
The seal was broken before it reached her and night fell, which created all the animals.
The daughter slept and became well, and created two birds, one to sing in the morning
and one to sing at beginning of night. That is why night is only half of a day.
Theme: Listen carefully to what you are told because you may cause yourself or others
harm.
-Perspectives
What the Good Man Does Is Always Right -Hans Christian Andersen
Illustrator: Rick Schreiter
The Dial Press, Inc. (1968)
A peasant man and his wife live in the country and the wife trusts her husband
more than anything. The husband is sent into town to sell their horse or to make a good
exchange. The wife is happy with whatever decision he makes and it is this faith that
brings them riches in the end, when the husband proves that what he does is always right.
Theme: Show support for one another because everyone needs a friend.
-Perspectives
-Talk with students about morals and doing what is right and wrong. Would you
support the man in the story?
June 29, 1999 - David Wiesner
Clarion Books (1992)
Holly Evan's science experiment was to launch vegetable seedlings into the air to
study the effects of extraterrestrial conditions on vegetable growth and development. To
her amazement huge vegetables start hovering over large cities and fall to earth. Some of
the vegetables don't match types that Holly planted and she realizes that the super large
vegetables are not her experiment. A surprising ending is found when aliens discover
Holly's experiment after losing their food supply.
Theme: Extraordinary things can happen through imagination and thinking the
unthinkable.
-Perspectives
-Ask students to give examples of alliteration.
Introduction to Challenge to Protect Our Environment
Picture Books to be Read Aloud:
Window -Jeannie Baker
A Tale of Antarctica -Ulco Glimmerveen
Jaguarundi -Virginia Hamiliton
Someday a Tree -Eve Bunting
Discussion/Goals:
Discuss and explore with students their previous knowledge of what they already
know about nature preservation. Introduce students to the idea that the environment
encompasses many aspects. When reading the above books, discuss with the students
how the environment affects many different species outside of the human race and how
small factors can have large effects. Brainstorm ways that they can begin to help "save




This is a complete picture book that illustrates how the environment changes over
time. A mother and baby are shown in the beginning looking out a window into a lush
environment. Throughout the following illustrations, the baby is shown at different
stages in his life looking out into an ever-changing world that is taking away the natural
environment. The cycle starts allover again when he is shown holding his baby looking
out a new window into a lush environment.
Theme: We live in an ever-changing world.
-Environment
-Discuss with students the art and texture of the illustrations and the importance
of the main concept being conveyed.
A Tale of Antarctica -Ulca Glimmerveen
Scholastic, Inc. (1989)
A penguin and his family are followed through their daily lives in Antarctica.
The landscape is very beautiful and pure until people start arriving. One man befriends
the penguins, and they learn to trust him and many others until their habitat becomes
destroyed by oil drums and garbage. Oil begins to pollute the waters and the father
penguin is covered in oil. The man cleans him thoroughly, but pollution could strike
again.
Theme: What's helpful to one may be harmful to another.
-Environment
-Have students look at the effects of oil pollution on the environment and animals.
Jaguarundi -Virginia Hamiliton
Illustrator: Floyd Cooper
The Blue Sky Press (1995)
The forest canopy is disappearing and Rundi thinks the animals will go with it
unless they move. The word spreads throughout the forest that Rundi and Coati plan to
leave. The animals know they need to adapt to survive. Rundi and Coati go to the Rio
Bravo where Rundi finds a mate and learns to survive.
Theme: Adapting to survive in a world that is constantly changing.
-Environment
-Have students do a study of animal adaptation and survival tactics.
Someday a Tree -Eve Bunting
Illustrator: Ronald Himler
Clarion Books (1993)
Alice is a young girl who lives near a very large, old oak tree. She spends a lot of
her time in the shade of the towering tree and grows extremely fond of it. One day the
tree gets sick and Alice and her parents do everything possible to try and save it, but it is
too late. Alice, however, remembers the acorns she has been collecting, and one night
she gives the tree new life by starting another.
Theme: Life springs from life.
-Environment
-Plant a tree as a class and talk about the importance of tree preservation and
replanting.
On the Far Side of the Mountain -Jean Craighead George
Puffin Books (1990) P .170
In this sequel to My Side of the Mountain Sam Gribley is now well established on
his mountain, but his sister now lives in a tree house nearby. The two of them have
developed their area quite well and have "modern conveniences" from the early pioneer
era. Sam and his sister Alice seem quite content on the mountain and have friends nearby
that keep an eye on them. All is going well until Frightful, Sam's peregrine falcon is
taken away by a conservation officer and his sister Alice disappears. Sam and his friend
Bando go off in search of the two things most dear to Sam. The adventure that unfolds
tests Sam's skills and challenges his perception of how well he really knows his sister.
Theme: Doing what you know is really right in order to stand up for your beliefs.
-Environment/Inner strength
On the Far Side of the Mountain
by Jean Craighead George
Things to Notice and Talk About
• How realistic is the story? Do you think your parents would willing leave
yourself and a younger sibling to live on your own in the wilderness? How old
do you think Sam is? Do you think he should be in school or taking
correspondence classes like Alice? Do you think Alice should be given the
option to take correspondence classes or does she belong in the classroom?
• Sam's journal is of great importance to him.He rereads sections and is faithful
in writing in it. Why would it be of greater importance to Sam than it might
be to you?
• What is significant about the names that Sam chooses for his animals and
Alice's choice of a name for her pig?
• Alice is anxious to share Sam's lifestyle, but her wants and needs are often
very different from Sam's. Who do you think you would argue for? Sam is
fighting to keep modernization off the mountain. Look around you and try to
decide which technologies you would be willing to do without and for how
long?
• Bando and Sam share a strong companionship and Bando is often seen
helping Sam with his hard work. It would appear from the surface that their
needs are quite similar, but on the trail to find Alice Bando sneaks away for a
good meal and comfortable bed. Bando also puts a hard wood floor in his
cabin and says it is for Zella, but is it only for her? Contrast Bando's gear for
the trip with Sam's.
Activities
• Topographic maps are used often in the book. Collect several topographic
maps and locate landforms and landmarks. Try to get a map for your area.
Contrast the information with that of a highway or street map of the same
locale. Look at topographic maps that are of an unfamiliar area. Decide
where you would build or camp, what water would be useable, what food
sources. Could you live on the side of one of the mountains?
• What are some of the natural foods that Sam and Alice eat on the mountain?
Try to find and taste some of them, possibly make the acorn pancakes. Talk
about how Sam's way of eating was very similar to the pioneers. What edible
plants grow wild in your area?Make a guide to them and their uses.
• The information on falconry is very extensive in this book. Do an inquiry on
falconry using several sources to get information. Students could also research
other endangered animals (see environment picture books).
• Do an author study on Jean Craighead George. Find out what you can about
her life. How did this grandmother come to know so much about the out of
doors? Look at other novels she wrote. How many of them center around
young people surviving on their own? Has she written a sequel to any of the
others? Why do you think she returned to Sam Gribley for another story?
Related Books:
Sign of the Beaver -Elizabeth George Speare
Slake's Limbo -Filice Holman
Hatchet -Gary Paulson
Source: Adapted from Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site:
http://,,,ww.carolhurst.com/titles/on1hefarside.html
Chapter Book To Be Read Aloud
Hatchet-Gary Paulson
(1987) P.195
Brian is on his way to visit his father after his parent's divorce. His plane crashes
after the pilot dies from a heart-attack. Brian crashes into a lake in the middle of the
Canadian wilderness and is left to survive on his own with only the clothes on his back
and a hatchet his mother gave him. In the end, Brian survives, but the wilderness has
changed him.
Theme: One's personality and the person they are is constantly changing and emerging in
different situations.
-EnvironmentlInner strength
Allison's Zinnia -Anita Lobel
Greenwillow Books (1990)
This is an alphabet book that uses flowers to teach the letters of the alphabet.
Each flower name represents a letter and then that flower is given as a gift to a friend.
The letter of the flower name matches the first letter of the girls friend's name. A
friendship circle is unveiled.
Theme: Sharing is a wonderful cycle.
-Environment
-Have students study different kinds of flowers mentioned in the book and then
plant and grow their own flower that begins with the first letter of their name.
Topic: Science
Grade Level: 5th
Context: Inquiry of flowers
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. demonstrate the ability to plant and grow flowers of varying
varieties.
2. describe the process of growing a flower
and learn to use a variety of resources during research.
Activities:
1. Read the book Alison's Zinnia-Anita Lobel
2. Have each student select a flower mentioned in the story and then do research
on that flower. Students will discover how to grow and care for the flower
they chose.
3. Students will then keep a detailed log in a notebook that describes all of the
steps they took to complete the process of growing a flower.
Materials: book: Alison's Zinni!!, flower seeds, flower pots
Guided Practice:
1. The teacher will discuss with the students possible steps that might be
taken to research a particular flower (encyclopedias, internet,
gardening books).
2. Ask a student to give you an example of what he/she would do to
research a particular flower.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will select a flower and begin research.
2. Students will keep a learning log describing the process they go
through to research and grow their flowers.
Closing Set:
1. Ask students to explain why this was a valuable experience and what
they learned.
Evaluation:
Collection of the students' journals and the discussion about the value of the
experience.
Extension Activities:
Read The Story of Rosy Dock-Jennie Baker and have students discover the
consequences of introducing plants to new habitats.
The Story of Rosy Dock -Jeannie Baker
Greenwillow Books (1995)
Australia is the backdrop for this story of how Rosy Dock, a flower of red
seedpots, came to thrive in Australia. The winds help spread the seeds around along with
floods that occurred due to the dry land. Rosy Dock was not native to Australia and the
end of the book gives a warning for planting plants that are not native to an environment
because they may affect other plants and animals, pushing them to extinction due to the
new plants overpopulation.
Theme: Consider the consequences of your actions before acting upon something.
-Environment
_Talk with students about the illustrations and the consequences of introducing
plants to new habitats.
Topic: Langu~e Arts
Grade Level: 5
Context: Creating an alphabet book
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. create an alphabet book using an environmental theme.
2. demonstrate creativity in their choice of word selection.
Activities:
1. Read the book Alison's Zinnia- Anita Lobel
2. Students will select an environmental topic and create a list of words for each
letter of the alphabet.
3. Students will share the books they create with students in younger grades.
Materials: construction paper, dictionaries, thesaurus, cardboard
Guided Practice:
1. Help students select an environmental topic for their alphabet book.
2. Ask one student to offer a possible theme/topic and as a class create a
list of appropriate words for the theme/topic.
3. Discuss with students ways that these alphabet books can heighten
environmental awareness.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will create an alphabet book using appropriate words for the
theme they chose.
Evaluation:
The students creation of an alphabet book that utilizes words that are appropriate
to the theme/topic.
Welcome to the Greenhouse -Jane Yolen
Illustrator: Laura Regan
G. P. Putnam's Sons (1993)
This is a very beautifully illustrated journey through a tropical rainforest. The
tropical rainforest or "Green House" is described through all of the animals you might
find there along with the different types of vegetation.
Theme: The rainforest is home to many living things.
-Environment
-Have the students do a study of the many animals and plants depicted in the
book.




Context: Creative Writing about the Rainforest
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. research five interesting things about a rainforest and its location.
2. design a post card with a picture from the rainforest located in the country
they have researched.
3. write a post card to a friend telling them the interesting things they have
learned about the rainforest and its location.
Activities:
1. Set the stage by reading to the students Welcome to the Greenhouse -Jane
Yolen.
2. Tell students that they will be traveling to a country where a rainforest is
located and it will be their job to discover as much as they can about their
particular rainforest.
3. Students will then write a post card to a friend describing at least five
interesting things they learned while 'traveling" to their rainforest.
Materials: Welcome to the Green house -Jane Yolen, construction paper,
markers, crayons, etc, art supplies, writing paper
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students the names of the countries where our rainforests
are located.
2. Discuss with students the importance of rainforests and what questions
they have regarding rainforests. Ask students why it is important to
protect rainforests. Their research should lead to answering this
question and the postcard should reflect this.
3. Have students choose a country where a rainforest is located to
research.
4. Have the studentS-research their rainforest and find at least five
interesting things about the rainforest and country.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will design the front of a post card from the country they
have researched. Encourage students to use creativity.
2. On the backside of the post card students will write to a friend telling
them about what they learned about the rainforest and the country
where it is located.
Evaluation: Students will share their post cards with the class reading aloud what they
discovered and then will be given the option to actually send their post cards.
Source: Adapted from Ask ERIC Lesson Plans
hllp:llericir. syr.eduIVirtuallLessonslInterdisciplinary/INTOO 11.html
Nature by Design -Bruce Brooks
Farar Straus Giroux (1991)
This book has very detailed photographs that show various animals' habitats. The
explanation of why animals live and build their homes out of certain materials IS
described in detail.
Theme: Every home is unique to its inhabitants.
-New pathslEnvironment
-Informational
-1 would use this book to show the photographs and talk about why animals live
and build the types of homes they live in. This would lead into an inquiry about





Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. classify animals into meaningful categories
2. explain what kind of classification system biologists use (Kingdom, Phylum;
Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species)
3. create dichotomous keys
4. identify animals from classmates' keys
Activities:
1. Introduce to students the book Nature by Design -Bruce Brooks
2. Explain to students that this is an example of one type of informational book
and that the pictures in the book can be valuable to the following activity.
3. Students will be divided into small groups and given about 20 pictures of
animals to classify.
4. Students will share their classification system with their classmates.
Materials: pictures of a variety of animals from all phyla, encyclopedias or
reference books for student research
Guided Practice:
1. Show the students a pile of candy and ask them how this pile can be
organized. Group the candy and then draw a branching style
dichotomous key on the chalkboard for some of the items.
2. Discuss clarity and the need for Common language so that scientists
world wide can interpret the information and classify the materials the
same way.
Independent Practice:
1. Divide the class into small groups of 4
2. Pass out about 20 picture cards to each group, making sure that the
types of animals in each group are different so that anyone group will
not have the whole spectrum.
3. Ask each group to classify the animals in front of them into at least 3
but no more than 7 different categories.
4. Remind students to be consistent with a common language when
grouping.
Closing Set:
1. Have each group share and explain their classification method
2. Initiate a discussion of why some groups' systems work better than
others
3. Get students thinking about ways that scientists have already classified
animals and show them examples. (Mollusca, Arthropoda, Amphibia,
Reptilia, Aves [birds], Mammalian)
4. Give the students the opportunity to rearrange the animals they
classified into the system that already exists.
Evaluation: Refer back to the candy key on the board as an example of a dichotomous
key. Work through the path of one animal so that the students will understand
how the key works. Each student will then create a dichotomous key and
then trade with another student to identify the animal. Compare the keys
made and discuss the clarity and need for a common language.
Source: Adapted from Ask ERIC Lesson Plans
http://ericr. syr. eduIVirtua1lLessonsiScienceIBiologicallBlOO07 4 .hum
Dichotomous Key
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No Star Nights -Anna Egan Smucker
Illustrator: Steve Johnson
Dragonfly Books (1989)
A young girl shares her experiences of growing up in a steel mill town. The
orange glow of the furnaces and the heavy smoke would block out the sun and create a
dark cloud. The town functioned like any other town, except that the wind would whip
sharp, shiny metal pieces that would sting the legs. The town was always dirty and the
factory loud, but the young girl still found time to enjoy childhood. Now that the girl has
grown up and the factory ahs shut down, she returns to her hometown where the night is
clear and filled with the stars she missed as a child.
Theme: Beauty can be found anywhere because it is in the eyes ofthe beholder.
-Environment
-Have students do an inquiry of pollution and the hazards of factories.
Topic: Science, Social Studies, Reading
Grade Level: 4_6th
Context: Air Pollution
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. Define air pollution
2. Identify major causes of air pollution (automobile~ burning garbage, electric
power plants emissions, industrial boilers, consumer products, factories)
3. Identify the effects of air pollution (health, acid rain, ozone layer, smog)
4. Identify programs in place to reduce air pollution (The Clean Air Act,
reformulated gasoline)
5. Identify personal methods of reducing air pollution (car-pooling, reducing use
of aerosols, using biodegradable products)
Activities:
1. Students will be introduced to the book No Star Nights -Anna Egan Smucker
2. Students will plant identical flower seeds in two different places
3. Students will discuss and form a definition of air pollution
4. Students will discuss the history of the industrial age and government
intervention.s. Students will read about pollution from various sources. Ex. ''Where does
pollution come from" by Clever Calvin and ''Pollution and Waste" by Sally
Morgan and Rosie Harlow
Materials: Teacher-air pollution fact sheet, Pollution Solutions hand-out
(available from the National Reformulated Gasoline Hotline
1-800-00- TO-RFG) .-
Students-flower seeds, potting soil, paper cups, markers, paper, pencils
Guided Practice:
(Science)
1. Lead the class in a discussion of air pollution and hypothesize its
effects on plants.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will plant an identical amount of flower seeds in two separate
paper cups. One cup will be placed in a heavy traffic zone (where the
school buses enter and exit). The other cup should be placed in a
relatively clean air environment such as the classroom.
2. The students will observe the growth of the seeds over a 2-week period
of time. The plants should be watered on a regular basis with identical
amounts of water. Students should keep accurate records of their
observations of the plants, taking special note of plant growth.
Remind students to make accurate measurements.
3. At the end of the 2 weeks, the students should plot the number of
plants grown, the size of the plants, the color of the plants, (make a
comparison and contrast chart), write a short conclusion about the
effect of air pollution on growth.
Guided Practice:
(Social Studies)
1. Start the class on a discussion on the brief history of the industrial age
and the invention of the automobile.
2. Discuss how dependent our society is on the use of cars and their
effects on the level of air pollution.
3. Discuss government (The Clean Air Act) versus industry
(reformulated gasoline) versus individual (car-pooling, walking,
biking) solutions to the air pollution problem.
Independent Practice:
1. The students will work in small groups to identify methods of reducing
air pollution.
2. The students will chart on block paper their solutions (encourage
creativity) and then present to the class their chart.
Guided Practice:
(Reading)
1. Provide the students with various selections of readings on air
pollution.
2. Take the students to the library to do research on their own and read
for themselves.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will select a book on air pollution and engage in small
literature discussion groups.
Evaluation: The class discussions, data collected from the plant observations, writing
summary, and charts made
Source: Adapted from Ask ERIC Lesson Plans
http://cricir.syr.cduNirtuaVLcssons/lntcrdisciplinarv /INTOOO 1.htm1
Air Pollution Definition:
Air pollution is toxic contaminants or Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) which have
been released into the air. All over the world, fuel, in the form of oil and coal, is burned to
run factories, machinery and all forms of transportation. The burning of these fuels creates
by-products such as smoke and invisible irritants which contaminate our atmosphere.
Many consumer products such as hair spray, paint, cleaners, windshield washers, etc.
release high levels of VOCs into the atmosphere. The cumulative etIect of air pollution
destroys our environment and poses health treats to humans.
Air Pollution Sources:
Cars, Consumer Products, Gas Stations, Power Stations, Agriculture &. Forestry,
Chemical Industry
Air Pollution EtIects:
The effects of air pollution are a major threat to our health. The American Lung
Association believes that sulfur-dioxide exposure (one source is the internal combustion
engine of automobiles) is the third leading cause of lung disease following smoking.
Air pollution has also been implicated in the rising occurrence of asthma, bronchitis and
emphysema.
The air pollution effects on our environment are immense. Contaminating particles from
sulfur dioxide emissions which are released into the air by factories, power plants and cars
combine with water particles in the atmosphere and fall to the earth in the form of rain or
snow. This is called acid rain. The acidity or basicity of this precipitation is dependent
upon the concentration and type of contaminants with which the water particles have been
combined. When oceans, lakes and streams absorb acid rain their support structure of
algae, plankton and other aquatic life which provide food and nutrients for fish are
destroyed. Acid rain damages trees and plants. Buildings are also effected by acid rain.
Another form of pollutant in our air is known as CFCs or ChlOf0fluorocarbcns does major
damage to our environment. CFCs are chemicals created by industrial usage such as
solvents, refrigerant gases and paints. CFCs combine with the earth's upper atmosphere,
attaching themselves to the molecules of ozone. The ozone layer protects the earth from
ultraviolet radiation of the sun. The CFCs transform and destroy the ozone layer. If the
ozone shield gets too thin or disappears, exposure to ultraviolet radiation can cause crop
failures, skin cancer and other environmental and health disasters.
Historical Perspective:
In 1970, the United States Congress passed legislation aimed to curb sources of air
pollution and setting standards of air quality.
Over the past 2S years, major improvements in motor vehicle technology have led to
exhaust emission reductions of up to 96 percent compared to the vehicles of the 1960s.
By the early to mid 70's, Congress passed laws to phase out the uses ofIead as an
additive in gasoline. In the 1980s, regulations were passed to limit gasoline evaporation.
Most recently, fuel refiners have created reformulated gasolines (RFG) with additives
called oxygenates which help to reduce hannful emissions by burning more completely.
In 1987, more than 20 nations signed an agreement to limit the production of CFCs and
to work toward their eventual elimination.
In 1989, the major car manufacturers and oil companies funded a $40 million research
study to help find ways to reduce emissions.
--",.,..---
Most recently, Congress passed The Clean Air Act of 1990 which requires industry and
individuals to take additional steps to clean the air in our cities.
An effective way of deterring pollution is for the government to continue to pass strict
legislation that controls the amount of by-products released by industrial companies and
modes of transportation. Until these causes are eliminated completely we should conserve
our use of products producing pollutants that are created by companies violating the
government standards. Whenever possible we should use products that are people and
earth fiiendly.
One product which has been revised for a safer environment is gasoline. Since we use
gasoline in so many machines (automobiles, lawn mowers, motorboats, all types of small
engines), our use of a safer form of gasoline will have a big effect on the level of pollution
we project into the atmosphere. ReFormulated Gasoline (RFG) is a cleaner-burning form
of gasoline. It reduces the amount of pollutants emitted into the air through the tailpipe or
via evaporation from the gas tank. RFG's environmental standards are new, but its
ingredients aren't. Oxygenates - a principal component of RFG - have been blended into
gasoline since the late seventies as a replacement for toxic lead, reducing the least
environmentally-desirable compounds. Oxygenates~help fuels bum cleaner and more
completely reducing levels of carbon monoxide and ozone-forming compounds. RFG
lowers the rate at which pollutants evaporate into the air.
Pollutants from consumer products can be reduced if we try to use less aerosol products
and more water-based products, biodegradable products and products which list low
VOC content on their labels.
For FREE student handouts and a printed copy of the lesson plan call or write:
national reformulated gasoline hotline
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Topic: Science
Grade Level: 4_Sth
Context: Ozone Pollution: Smog Alert
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. define what smog is.
2. create ozone pollution or smog in a glass jar
3. write a summary of what they observed
Activities:
1. Students will create smog in a glass jar using water, ice, matches, and
aluminum foil.
2. Students will write a summary of what they observed in the glass jar and will
brainstorm various ways that smog is created.
Materials: glass jar, water, aluminum foil, 2-3 ice cubes, paper, ruler, scissors,
matches
Guided Practice:
1. Lead the class in a discussion on what smog is.
2. Ask students to describe some of the dangerous effects of smog.
3. Demonstrate to students how to create smog in a glass jar
Independent Practice:
1. Students in small groups of about 4 will create smog in a glass jar.
2. Cut a strip of paper about 15 centimeters by 1 centimeter. Fold the
strip's length in half and twist the paper.
3. Make a "lid" for a glass jar by shaping a piece of aluminum foil over
the open end of the jar. Remove the foil ad put it aside.
4. Put some water in the jar and swish it around so that the inside walls of
the jar are wet. Pour out the water.
5. P!~~e two or three ice cubes on top of the foil lid to make it cold
6. Light the strip of paper and drop if and the match into the damp jar.
Put the foil lid on the jar and seal it tightly. Keep the ice cubes on top
of the foil, in the middle. You must do all of this very quickly.
(Observe the students very closely during this section and go over
safety procedures again)
7. Students will do a short write up on what they observed and will brain
storm in small groups ways that smog is created everyday and record
these ideas on their paper.
Closing Set:
1. What do you see in the jar? How is this like real smog? When you're
finished, release the "smog" outdoors.
Evaluation: The correct completion of the activity and the student's summaries and brain
storming of ideas about smog.
Source: Adapted from Air Quality Planning and Assessment Division
http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.uslair/monopsllessons/ozonelesson.html
Ozone
Ozone is the same molecule regardless of where it is found, but its significance varies. Stratospheric
ozone is found 9 to 18 miles high where it shields us from harmful uhraviolet rays from the sun. High
accumulations of ozone gas in the lower atmosphere at ground level is air pollution and can be
harmful to people, animals, crops and other materials.
Elevated levels above the national standard may cause lung and respiratory disorders. Short-term
exposure can result in shortness of breath, coughing, chest tightness, or irritation of nose and throat.
Individuals exercising outdoors, children, the elderly, and people with pre-exiting respiratory illnesses
are particularly susceptible. Chemists have found that the materials damaged by ozone include rubber,
nylon, plastics, dyes, and paints.
Ozone pollution, a component of smog, is mainly a daytime problem during summer months because
sunlight plays a primary role in its formation. Nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons are known as the
chief "precursors" of ozone. These compounds react in the presence of sunlight to produce ozone.
The sources of these precursor pollutants include cars, trucks, power plants and factories, or
wherever natural gas, gasoline, diesel fuel, kerosene and oil are combusted. These gaseous
compounds mix like a thin soup in the atmosphere, and when they interact with sunlight, ozone is
formed.
Large industrial areas and cities with heavy summer trafficare the main contnbutors to ozone
formation. When temperatures are high and the mixing of air currents is limited, ozone can
accumulate to unhealthful levels.
Weather conditions such as lack ofwind or a "thermal inversion" can cause smog to build up in an
area. A thermal inversion occurs when a layer ofwarm air settles over a layer of cool air that lies near
the ground. This condition prevents the smog from rising and scattering. Mountain ranges near cities
may also trap smog in an area.
A River Ran Wild -Lynne Cherry
Harcourt Brace and Company (1992)
This is the story of the Nashua River. This river was once a beautiful body of
water that flowed through native lands. The Indians lived off the river ''with a pebbled
bottom," until the settlers started to come followed by industry. A paper mill polluted the
river almost to destruction until two people decided to make a difference. Over the years,
the river returned to its clear and beautiful origin.
Theme: People can make a difference if everyone works together and contributes.
-Environment
-Informational
-Have students do a study on water pollution and look at how industries pollute
water.
When the Rivers Go Home -Ted Lewin
Macmillan Publishing Company (1992)
In Brazil, there is a marsh called the Pantanal. Many animals depend on the
Pantanal for survival along with the native people of the land. Several animals are
highlighted throughout the story to bring attention to their fragile survival. Pollutants are
invading the Pantanal from surrounding industries, therefore endangering the animals.
Theme: It is important to protect natural habitats from pollutants.
-Environment




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
I. understand that some pollutants cannot be seen.
2. students will be able to create a poster that depicts how to prevent water
pollution.
3. explain why it is important to act responsibly towards the environment.
Activities:
1. Read to the students: A River Ran Wild-Lynne Cherry and When the Rivers
Go Home-Ted Lewin
2. Students will taste unknown clear liquids and try to determine what the liquid
IS.
3. Students will create a poster depicting how to prevent water pollution and then
present their poster to the class.
Materials: clear cups, water, sugar, white vinegar, salt, citric acid, paper,
crayons, markers, art supplies,
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students what they know already about pollution, the
different types, and especially water pollution. Review what happened
in the picture books.
2. Show students the proper way to taste the various liquids
3. Make an example chart on the board to show students how to keep
track of their data.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will taste the various clear liquids and record what they
experience on a chart that they create from the example on the board.
2. Students will compare and discuss their experiences, explaining in
their own words anything they discovered.
3. Students will create a poster that shows how to prevent water
pollution.
Closing Set:
1. Students will discuss how their tasting activity relates to water
pollution.
2. Students will present their posters to their classmates.
Evaluation: The discussion that the students engage in and the creation of their
posters along with their ability to explain it.
Source: Adapted from ''Pollution of a Water Environment" -Barbara J. Maddox
http://coe.cedU.niu.edulciJresource/sciedistudentllessonplansl98-springimaddox.htm
The Great Kapok Tree -Lynne Cherry
Harcourt Brace and Company (1990)
Two men enter the rain forest in search of a large tree to cut down. They
encounter the Kapok tree and the one man starts to chop it down and the other leaves.
The man chopping grows tired and stops for a rest against the tree. The animals of the
forest then come out and all take turns whispering in his ear to not chop down the tree
because it is a tree of life. He awakes to all the animals and a small child in front of him
and turns to leave instead of chopping down the tree.
Theme: Life is dependent on other living things.
-Environment
-Have the students look at the animals in the rain forest and discuss why the man
did not chop down the tree.
Topic: Reading
Grade Level: 4_6th
Context: Book Talk-The Great Kapok Tree-Lynne Cherry
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. describe in detail the author's intention in writing the story.
2. discuss effects of cutting down trees in the rainforest
3. create a list of things that would disappear if all the trees in the rainforest were
cut down.
Activities:
1. Read The Great Kapok Tree-Lynne Cherry
2. Discuss the rainforest and effects of cutting down trees.
3. Students will create a list of things that would no longer exist if there were no
rainforests.
Materials: The Great Kapok Tree, paper, reference books on rainforests
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students what would happen if no trees were cut down?
2. Ask students to look around the room and list all the things that come
from trees. Could they live without them? Students will make
arguments for cutting trees.
3. Ask students what would happen if all trees were cut?
Independent Practice:
1. Students will create a list of all the things that would disappear if all
the trees were cut down.
2. Students should also list some solutions.
Evaluation: The class discussion and the lists that the students create
Related Books:
The Giving Tree-Shel Silverstein
Once There Was a Tree-Natalia Romanova
Where the Forest Meets the Sea-Jeanne Baker
The Tree-Naomi Russell
The First Forest-John Gile
Source: Adapted from Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site
http://www.carolhurst.com.
Everglades -Jean Craighead George
Illustrator: Wendell Minor
Harper Collins Publishers (1995)
A storyteller takes children on a ride through the everglades and explains the
history of all the living creatures that once lived there. Many animals are introduced, and
in the end the children ask where everything has gone. The storyteller tells the children
they can change the sad ending to a happy one if they want to make a difference.
Theme: Children hold the future and can make a difference.
-Environmcnt





Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. explain why a specific animal is endangered
2. give detailed descriptions of the habitat or region from which their animal
comes from.
3. write a newsletter that describes the environment and specific details about
their animal.
Activities:
1. Students will be introduced to the book Everglades-Jean Craighead George
2. Students will research an assigned endangered species
3. Students will write a newsletter describing what they learned from their
research.
Materials: Everglades-Jean Craighead George, reference books on
endangered species, paper, art supplies
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students what makes a species endangered
2. Talk about the book Everglades with the students and get them
thinking about the causes and possible solutions for endangered
species.
3. Show students an example of the components needed for their
newsletter.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will work in groups of 4 researching a specific endangered
species.
2. In the newsletter the students create they will include:
-the scIentific name of their species
-a description of the habitat and region where the species lives
-the reasons why their species is endangered and what if anything is
being done to save it
-the history of human development and a geographical description of
the region in which their species lives
Students will have the option of doing 2 of the following activities:
a) a word game about their species
b) a poem about their species
c) a comic strip about their species
d) an interview with a public official about their species
3. Students will also make an advertisement about saving their species
4. Students will need to list the books, periodicals, or any other
references they used to do their research
Closing Set:
1. Students will present their advertisements to the class and share their
newsletters with each other.
Evaluation: The student's newsletters and the creativity shown in their advertisements
Source: Saving America's Endangered Species by E. Daugherty
Owl Moon -Jane Yolen
Illustrator: John Schoenherr
Philomel Books (1987)
A young child and father go into the woods to go owling. It is the child's first
time and the excitement is evident in hislher voice and actions. It is a big event for this
child to finally go owling. The cold does not bother them and the child feels his/her
senses becoming more alive. The child is very aware of all the nature around him/her
and comes to realize that hope is all you need when you go owling, just like Pa said.
Theme: Use nature and the environment to discover things about yourself
-Environment
-Have students do an inquiry of owls.
Topic: Reading
Grade Level: 4th
Context: Nocturnal and Diurnal Animals, Writing, Research
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. explain the difference between a nocturnal and diurnal animal
2. describe the senses used while owl watching
3. illustrate and research a particular nocturnal animal
Activities:
1. Read Owl Moon-Jane Yolen
2. Discuss the differences between diurnal and nocturnal animals (include the
senses, both human and animal that are used at night)
3. Students will research a nocturnal animal and then illustrate their animal and
do a write up on what they discovered.
Materials: Owl Moon-Jane Yolen, paper, pencils, art supplies (crayons, markers)
Guided Practice:
I. Discuss with students owls and what makes them nocturnal
2. Show students how they can use literature or reference books to learn
about a particular nocturnal animal
Independent Practice:
1. Students will select a nocturnal animal and then do research on their
particular animal.
2. Students will illustrate their animal and then do at least a one page
write up on what they discover.
3. Students will share their work with each other taking turns explaining
what they learned. (Have students create a comparison and contrast
chart with a partner regarding their two animals)
Closing Set:
1. Each student's nocturnal animal illustration and write up will become
one page in a class "Night Creatures Handbook"
Extension:
1. Discuss with students the protection of wildlife and the function that
owls play in the environment.
Evaluation: The student's individual projects and the class book
Source: Adapted from Night Creatures
http://laldo.atmos.uiuc.eduIWEATHERlLESSONS/night.creatures.html
Into the Sea -Brenda Z. Guiberson
Illustrator: Alix Berenzy
Henry Holt and Company (1996)
This is the journey of a sea turtle beginning as a hatchling and ending with the
grown turtle laying her own eggs. There is an underwater perspective and the changing
of the environment as the turtle travels and grows.
Theme: Life is a continuous cycle.
-Environment! IPerspectivesIN ew paths
-Students will look at life cycles and may do a science lesson on sea turtles, ocean
environments, or the dangers of commercial fishing nets.
Turtle Text Set:
And Still the Turtle Watched -Shelia Macgill
Esio Trot -Roald Dahl
Follow the Moon (tape) -Sarah Weeks
Franklin Fibs -Paule Bourgeois
Franklin Has a Sleepover -Paule Bourgeois
Franklin Rides a Bike -Paule Bourgeois
Franklins New Friend -Paule Bourgeois
Greedy Python and Foolish Tort -Eric Carle
How Honu the Turtle Got His ... -Casey McGuire-Turcotte
How Turtles Back Was Cracked -Gayle Ross
Hurry Up Franklin -Paule Bourgeois
Look Out for Turtles -Melvin Berger
Old Turtle -D. Wood
Old Turtle's 90 Knock Knocks -Leonard Kessler
Sea Turtles -Emilie Lepthien
Turtle and Tortoise -Vincent Serventy
Turtle and the Monkey -Paul Galdone
Turtle in July -Marilyn Singer
Turtle Time -Sandol Stoddard
What Newt Could Do for Turtle -Jonathan London
Yertle the Turtle -Dr. Seuss
Miss Rumphius -Barbara Cooney
The Viking Press (1982)
The Lupine Lady, also known as Alice as a child, was a woman who did
extraordinary things throughout her life. Alice grew up listening to her grandfather's
stories of far off places. He also always told her to do something to make the world more
beautiful. Alice did not know quite what that was until she was settled into her little
house by the sea. She decided to plant Lupines allover the city where she lived and that
is how she became fondly known as the Lupine Lady.
Theme: Make the world a better place through individual efforts.
-Environment
-Discuss with students places where students want to travel to and have them
research those places. Ask students ways in which they can help make the world
more beautiful.
The Whale's Song -Dyan Sheldon
Illustrator: Gary Blythe
Dial Books for Young Readers (J 991)
Lilly would sit and listen to her grandmother tell the story of the whales that
would come and dance for her. She would bring the whales something special to let them
know she was there. Lilly's grandmother heard the whales sing once or twice for her and
Lilly dreamed only of the beautiful whales she hoped to hear and see that night Lilly
was awoken one night by a sound way off in the distance. She raced to the shore and
there she saw the whales singing and dancing for her.
Theme: Dreams are magical because they make the impossible seem real.
-Environment
-Have students do an inquiry of whales and the protection of their habitat.
The Puffins Are Back -Gail Gibbons
Harper Collins Publishers (1991)
Scientists started tracking puffins back in the 1960's because they were becoming
endangered. The birds were being hunted for their feathers and meat. The lives of
puffins are chronicled in this book and their mating styles and rituals are discussed. It is
described how the scientists track the birds and study them.
Theme: It is important to offer help during times of need.
-Environment




A Doubleday Book for Young Readers (1992)
A very quiet woman who keeps to herself almost entirely is the neighbor of a new
family. The quiet woman, Emily, invites her new neighbor over in order to hear the
beautiful music she plays more clearly. The woman and her child eventually accept the
invitation and the child wanders upstairs only to run into Emily who befriends her and
gives her a poem as a gift for the flower bulbs she just received. This is a story about
Emily Dickenson.
Theme: Giving gifts is a small way of touching the lives of others.
-Environment
-Do a short introductory of poetry and writing with students by studying some
popular poets.
Night Visitors -Ed Young
Philomel Books (1995)
Ho Kuan, a young scholar, believes that every creature great or small is important.
Ants have found their way into the storehouse owned by his father. His father threatens
to flood all ants out, but Ho Kuan objects and his father gives him a month to seal all the
walls and floors to keep them out. Ho Kuan lapses into a wonderful dream one night
where he is married to a beautiful woman. He awakes, only to find himself still at his
desk, but there is a parade of ants running across his papers. He follows them out of the
house only to find their kingdom and a pot of old coins enough to pay for sealing the
storehouse.
Theme: Size does not determine importance.
-Environment
-Discuss with students why bigger is often perceived as better.
The Seasons and Someone -Virginia Kroll
Illustrator: Tatsuro Kiuchi
Harcourt Brace and Company (1994)
An Eskimo village is highlighted as a young girl ponders what will be changing
throughout the seasons. The life of an Eskimo family is unveiled. Questions are asked
and answered as the story unfolds as to what happens to all of the animals and plants
during the changing of the seasons.
Theme; Life is a changing cycle,
-Environment
-Have students look at how the seasons differ depending on where you live in the
world.
Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain -Vema Aardema
Illustrator: Beatriz Vidal
Dial Books for Young Readers (1981)
The Kapiti Plain in Africa was in very much need of rain. The animals started to
migrate in search for better land. Ki-pat, a herdsman, uses nature's resources to make a
bow and arrow to pierce the cloud overhead so rain will fall. The story shows how all the
animals and plants are connected through repetition and rhyme.
Theme: Life is an interconnected chain of events.
-Environment
-Students may do a study of repetition and rhyme or verse.
Welcome to the Sea of Sand -Jane Yolen
Illustrator: Laura Regan
G.P. Putnam's Sons (1996)
The desert is explored through vivid illustrations, Many different kinds of
animals and plants are introduced. The sea of sand is not only a desert, but the
surrounding landscape. Many animals live in harmony in this harsh, but beautiful
climate.
Theme; Harsh climates are capable of possessing a lot of beauty,
-Environment
-Have students do an inquiry of deserts.
Conversation: A Thoughtful Way of Explaining Conservation to Children -Robert
Ingpen and Margaret Dunldy
Hill of Content (1987)
This book explains the reasoning behind conservation. Conservation is looked at
from many angles and provokes thought in the reader. It is explained that many times
when we try to solve one problem we create several others.
Theme: Conservation is an important process in saving/protecting our world.
-Environment
-Informational
Where the Forest Meets the Sea -Jeannie Baker
Greenwillow Books (1987)
A boy and his father take a boat ride to an island of tropical wonders. The boy
pretends that it's a 100 million years ago as he follows a creek into the rain forest. He
encounters many animals and listens to the stillness. The boy is sad to leave when it is
time to go, but his father says they will return someday. The reader is left with the
question, ''But will the forest still be here when we come back?"
Theme: Nature is forever being changed and lost.
-Environment
When the Monkeys Came Back -Kristine L. Franklin
lllustrator: Robert Roth
Atheneum (1994)
In Costa Rica a young girl, Dona Marta. is awakened every morning by the
howler monkeys. Everything is quiet except for their screams in the morning and
evening. Dona Marta's father, however, sells part of the forest where the monkeys live
and eventually all the trees are cut down and the monkeys leave. When Dona Marta
marries. she asks her husband for the land that was once a forest and replants it. Over the
years, the forest grows back in full and the monkeys return.
Theme: If nature is not preserved, animals may lose their habitats and become extinct.
-Environment
-Have students do an inquiry of forest depletion and the effects.
Introduction to Challenge to Explore New Paths
Picture Books t.obe Re-adAloud:
Savitrj A Tale of Ancient India -Aaron Shepard
P~pe the Lamplighter -Elisa Bartone
A to Zen -Ruth Wells
Discussion/Goals:
Explore and discuss the students' understandings about individuals' paths.
Discuss with students the different paths taken in the above stories. Students will gain
greater understanding that they are always going down new paths and that it is important
to be constantly learning about new places and things.
Savitri A Tale of Ancient India -Aaron Shepard
Illustrator: Vera Rosenberry
Albert Whitman and Company (1992)
A beautiful Indian princess is the gift from the gods for her father. who prayed
eighteen years for a child. When she became old enough to marry, she was sent to find
her husband. The marriage was then arranged, but her husband was to die only a year
later. Savitri uses her strength to bring joy and health to her family and it is her wit that
brings her husband back to life,
Theme: It is important to follow your hearts desire and go after what you believe in.
-New paths
Peppe the Lamplighter -Elisa Bartone
Illustrator: Ted Lewin
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Books (1993)
In Little Italy, a young boy tries very hard to find work in order to help support
his family. The only job Peppe can find is as a lamplighter, but his father disapproves.
His father thinks that it is not an honorable job until one night Peppe does not light the
streetlamps, and his younger sister does not come home. Pepp's father sends him out to
light the lamps. Peppe finds his sister and his father realizes how honorable and
important Peppe's job really is.
Theme: There is honor in something you believe in.
-New paths
-Have students think about how dependent our society is on electricity.
A to Zen -Ruth Wells
Illustrator: Yoshi
Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers (1992)
This is an alphabet book that takes the reader through a progression of Japanese
culture. It reads "backwards" like Japanese writing and gives an overall insight into life
in Japan.
Theme; Through differences, learning can be enhanced.
-New paths
-Students may want to learn origami paper folding.
Dragonwings -Laurence Yep
Harper Trophy (1975) P.248
In this touching account of Chinese immigrants, a young boy is reunited with his
father in the United States, meeting him for the first time since he was born. Moon
Shadow is 8 years old when he joins his father, uncle, and several other relatives to earn
money to send home to support his mother and grandmother. The reader discovers how
poorly the Chinese immigrants were often treated, but at the same time learns a great deal
about the Chinese culture and the importance of the dragon to the Chinese.




Things to Notice and Talk About
• Moon Shadow is only 8 years old when he is sent to the United States to live
with his father. Why was Moon Shadow allowed to work at such a young
age? Do you think you would have been able to do what he did at that age?
• Why did Moon Shadow live with his mother the first eight years of his life
without his father? Why was he then sent to live with his father?
• Why was Moon Shadow's mother and grandmother not sent over? What
would they have done? Would they have done the same work as Moon
Shadow and the rest of the family?
• Windrider, Moon Shadow's father, talks about the Chinese Dragon legend.
Why was that so important to Moon Shadow and his father?
Activities
• Moon Shadow, his family, and the other Chinese immigrants are treated very
poorly. Compare their mistreatment-to immigrants today such as Mexican
immigrants. In what ways are immigrants still mistreated? Research
newspapers, magazines, and other current resources to find out about
immigration now and from the past.
• It was not against the law for Moon Shadow to work at the young age of 8.
What keeps children from working at that young age today?
• Dragons are a common theme throughout the book. Have students research
the dragon legend and create a dragon of their own using any materials they
can find.
• Flight is another common theme in the book. Windrider was very
knowledgeable about flight patterns and what it takes to fly. He created many
kites. Find books on kite making and create kites of all different kinds and
then try to fly them on a windy day.
• Many of the students may have had grandparents or great grandparents
immigrate to the United States. Have students interview family members and
discover what their family did to make a living. How many of their relatives
worked at a very young age?
• An earthquake occurred in the novel. Look at the science of earthquakes and
the causes and effects.
Related Books:
Year of the Impossible Goodbyes -Sook Nyul Choi
(Korean people under Japanese power)
Echoes of the White Giraffe -Sook Nyul Choi
(sequel to Year of the Impossible Goodbyes)
Shortstop from Tokyo -Matt Christopher
(A boy immigrates from Tokyo to play shortstop in Little League)
Shadow of the Dragon -Sherry Garland
(conflict values between Vietnamese and American ways of life)
The Etemal Spring of Mr. Ito -Shelia Garrigue
(resisting internment after the bombing of Pearl Harbor)
The China Year -Emily Cheney Neville
(A girl moves to Beijing China with her family from the U.S.)
The Hundred Secret Senses -Amy Tan
The Little Weaver of Thai-Yen Village -Khan-Tuyet Tran
(A Vietnamese girl is brought to the U.S. after losing her family to war)
Chapter Book To Be Read Aloud
Kids At Work-Lewis Hine and the Crusade Against Child Labor -Russell Freedman
Clarion Books (1994) P.97
A photographic depiction of the cruel and unhealthy conditions that children of
the early 1900's had to work in. Lewis Hine wanted to show the world what unlawful
acts were taking place and how children were losing their childhood.
Theme: Childhood is a privilege to be cherished.
-New paths
Coming To America: The Story ofImmigration -Betsy Mestro
Illustrator: SusannahRyan
Scholastic. Inc. (1996)
The United States has been a melting pot of many cultures. almost since its
beginning. People come to the U.S. to create a better life for themselves and their
families. The story of immigration over the years is told in this book. The hardships
many of the people had to endure for the journey and the long process once they arrived
was told. Ellis Island played a major part in our country's history.






Context: Writing! Art/Oral Presentations
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. create a diagram of their family tree.
2. write a short history of their family background.
3. give a brief presentation on their family history including pictures, artifacts,
and any other materials they wish to create or find.
Activities:
1. Introduce students to the topic of immigration using the book Coming To
America: The Story ofImmigration -Betsy Mestro
2. Have each student complete a family tree, going back to their great-
grandparents, or further if they are able.
3. Students will write a short history of their family background including family
member who immigrated, when, where from, and their experiences here in the
United States.
4. Students will present their family history to the class in a way that best fits
them. Ex. poster board, oral presentation, collage, video, "show and tell"
Materials: Writing supplies, paper, poster board, art supplies, *research materials
Guided Practice:
1. Read Coming To America: The Story of Immigration
2. Share with students your personal family history, show an example of
a family tree, model a presentation that they will be doing at the
completion of their projects.
3. Ask students to explain the significance and importance of families.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will create a family tree on poster board (encourage
creativity)
2. Students will write a short paper describing what they learned about
their family'S history from relatives.
3. Students will present their findings to the class on Ancestor Day
(students will bring in any photos, or items from the homeland that
will enhance their presentation)
Evaluation: The short paper that the students write and the presentations at the end.
*Extension Activity:
Each student will take one of the countries in their background and complete a
"country profile" on it. They make a booklet containing information such as capital city,
population, major cities, major imports and exports, languages spoken, etc. They also
must include a hand-drawn version of the country's flag, and a map of the country (hand
drawn or copied, or from a magazine, etc.} The student makes an oral presentation of the
project in front of the class, telling what they found interesting about the country. Place
the finished projects around a world map on a large bulletin board. A piece of yam joins
the booklet to the location of that country on the map. "The Ancestry of Grade "
Extension Activities:
Math: Calculate the number of immigrants who arrived daily/yearly
Science: Electricity unit-circuits
Social Studies: Inquiry of Ellis Island
Related Literature:
Peppe the Lamplighter-Elisa Bartone
Old Home Day-Doald Hall
Grandfather's Journey-Allen Say
Source: Adapted from Immigration/Family History Unit by Ginny Hoover
hoover@pld.com
Old Home Day -Donald Hall
Illustrator: Emily Arnold McCully
Browndeer Press (1996)
The land was settled as many different kinds of people and animals used the land
as their home. Enoch Boswell, in 1799, made a home for himself and his family. This
home stayed in the family throughout several generations and saw a lot of activity until it
was abandoned and then finally restored in 1970,
Theme: History is unveiled when families trace back through their generations.
-New paths
-Have students trace back their own family tree and heritage.
Grandfather's Journey -Allen Say
Houghton Mifflin Company (1993)
A grandchild shares the memories of his grandfather and the many journeys he
made between America and Japan, His grandfather had very fond memories of both
places and ended up sharing his life between the two, The boy's grandfather returned to
Japan to dwell quietly in the land he loved as a boy. but planned a trip back to California,
a land he loved dearly, World War II broke out and the grandfather was kept from his
trip, but the grandson journeyed to California in the memory of his grandfather,
Theme: It is possible to share a love for many lands,
-New paths
-Have students do an inquiry of personal heritages and countries of origin.
· Dandelions -Eve Bunting
Illustrator: Greg Shed
Harcourt Brace and Company (1995)
A family moves out to the Nebraska Territory from Illinois. Everything is much
different and the family must adjust to an entirely new lifestyle. They now must live in a
soddie for a house. It does not quite feel like home for their mother until the girls plant
dandelions on the roof and make their home unique and special for her birthday,
Theme: Home is where you create your own comfort.
-New paths




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. describe some of the symbolism found in the book Dandelions -Eve Bunting
2. make a model of a sod house
3. describe in detail the names of the Native American people found in one area
of the plains and tell what happened to them.
Activities:
1. Read aloud to the students Dandelions -Eve Bunting
2. Discuss with the students some of the symbolism in the book and talk about
what makes a home for them (material things, family, etc.)
3. Students will make a model of a sod house in a diorama, or actually using real
sod.
4. Students will research one part of the prairie and describe in detail the Native
Americans that lived there and what happened to them.
5. Students will do a write up on what they learned about the Native Americans.
Materials: Writing supplies, paper, shoe boxes, art supplies, research materials
Guided Practice:
1. Help students define symbolism and provide examples from the text
2. Explain to students how they can make a diorama out of a shoebox
3. Take students to the library tore search their area of the prairie
Independent Practice:
1. Students will create a model of a sod house
2. Students will research one area of the prairie and write a short paper
on what they learn about the Native Americans there.
Extension:
1. Discuss with students the lives of early settlers and have them evaluate
the significance of their part in history.
Evaluation: Student's papers, dioramas, and discussion at the conclusion of the project





Sod Houses on the Great Plains-Glen Rounds
The Treeless Plains-Glen Rounds





Sarah Plain and Tall-Patricia MacLachlan
Grasshopper Summer-Ann Turner
Little House on the Prairie-Laura Ingalls Wilder
My Place in Space -Robin and Sally Hirst
Illustrator: Roland Harvey and Joe Levine
Orchard Books (1988)
A boy and his sister are trying to take the bus home, but the bus driver will not let
them on until they tell him exactly where they live. To the bus driver's amazement and
frustration, the boy gives not only his home address in Australia, but his address and
place in the solar system and universe,
Theme: We live in a world that consists of many places that exist in a much larger space,
-New paths
-Use as an introduction to the solar system and basic astronomy.
Topic: Math
Grade Level: 4th
Context: Data Gathering, Charts, Classification
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. give their full address in the universe
2. graph, chart, and classify information given in the book
3. describe general components in the solar system
Activities:
1. Measurement and Time: Chart the time it takes light to travel the various
distances mentioned in the book
2. Data Gathering, Analyzing, and Measurement: Graph distances to the
places in the book using the speed of light as your unit. How will you
approach the problem of the vast differences in the figures?
3. Numeration and Measurement: List the number and the unit of measure for
each place described in the book. Take time to reflect on the numbers, what
they mean, and how they are written.
4. Data Gathering and Analyzing: Graph the sizes of places mentioned in the
book.
5. Geometry and Spatial Sense: What would you include as your address on
Earth, assuming your address in the universe is the same as Henry's? What
could you add besides the street, town, and country?
6. Spatial Sense: Create complex addresses for the locations of other things,
such as a tree, an animal, a building, or your room at school.
7. Measurement and Computation: Traveling at 60 miles an hour, how long
would it take to get from where you are to the center of Australia? To the
center of the Southern Hemisphere? To the center of the Earth? To the center
of the solar system? To the center of the galaxy?
a) If you were to build a scale model of your place in space, what size would
you make the Earth? Using this figure, calculate the size of the solar
system, galaxies, and so on, according to the same model.
8. Attributes and Classification: Obtain facts and pictures of many galaxies.
Categorize the galaxies according to attributes. See: Galaxies-Seymour
Simon's
a) Classify a selection of stars by their attributes and find out what the
classifications tell astronomers about a star.
9. Measurement and Computation: Discuss light years and other units of
measure and then create some of your own. How fast does sound travel? How
fast does a person run? How fast does a car travel? A bird? A cheetah?
Convert some familiar distances to these units of measurement.
10. Numeration: See: How Much Is a Million?-David Schwartz
Materials: My Place in Space-Robin and Sally Hirst
Evaluation: All charts, graphs, materials created and discussions held in class
Source: Adapted from Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site
http://www. caroihurst/com/titlesimyplaceinspace.html
Boundless Grace -Mary Hoffman
Illustrator: Caroline Binch
Dial Books for Young Readers (1995)
Graces's parents are divorced and she is given a. plane ticket along with her
grandmother to visit her father, step-mother, and brother and sister in Africa. Grace
learns about her African roots and that it is alright if her family doesn't fit the "mold"
cast by society and books ofa "perfect family."
Theme: Families are what you make of them.
-New paths
-Have students look at an African family and an American family, and then
compare and contrast them.
Topic: Reading
Grade Level: 4th
Context: Writing. Creative Writing
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. compare and contrast an American family and an African family
2. write a short description of what a "real family" is and how ''families are what
you make them"
3. write a sequel to Boundless Grace after reading Amazing Grace too
Activities:
1. Read aloud to students Boundless Grace-Mary Hoffman, sequel to Amazing
Grace.
2. On the chalkboard do a Venn diagram of the similarities and differences
between an African family and an American family.
3. Students will write a description of what a "real family" is to them
4. Students will write a sequel to Boundless Grace
Materials: paper, writing supplies. Boundless Grace and Amazing Grace
Guided Practice:
1. On the board do a venn diagram with students for the book Boundless
Grace.
2. Discuss with students the meaning of family to them.
3. Discuss with students how B0tindless Grace was a sequel to Amazing
Grace. Explain to students how they can write a sequel to Boundless
Grace. .-
Independent Practice:
1. Students will write a personal description of what a "real family" is to
them and "how families are what you make them"
2. Students will write a sequel to Boundless Grace
Evaluation: The Venn diagram on the board, discussions in class, the writing samples the
students create
Source: Adapted from Boundless Grace off the internet
Fly Away Home -Eve Bunting
Illustrator: Ronald Himler
Clarion Books (1991)
A young boy and his father live in an airport because they are homeless. They
must keep a schedule of which terminal they stay in and must never do anything to draw
attention to themselves. They spend their days walking the airport and the boy sees
everyone leave except them. The boy dreams of having their own house again someday.
Theme: Freedom can be found in many ways.
-New paths
-Have students look at homelessness and how that would affect children.
Topic: Social Studies
Grade Level: 4_6th
Context: Research, Community Service
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to
1. explain what welfare is, how it works, who is eligible, etc.
2. describe how the homeless are helped in their town
3. explain how they can help in their community
Activities:
1. Read aloud the book Fly Away Home-Eve Bunting
2. Discuss with students the serious issue brought up in the story, homelessness
3. Discuss welfare with students
4. Students will research welfare and the qualifications needed
5. Students will go out into the community and volunteer where their services
would be needed the most.
Materials: Fly Away Home-Eve Bunting, phone numbers to shelters, information
about welfare, volunteer services
Guided Practice:
1. Reread the book with the students and have them watch for values that
the people in the book hold. The people in the book are homeless, but
they are not valueless. Help students see how they are coping with the
difficult situation without hurting anybody. They have not turned to
crime in order to get a place to live. The father goes off to a part time
job. They are constantly looking for a way out: an apartment they can
afford, better paying work, etc. They are staying clean, washing up
with full flights of people. The boy's father is insisting that, when it
come time, the boy will go to school even though he's not sure how he
will manage it. There is compassion toward others in the book and
real friendships between some of the homeless.
2. Have students research the welfare system. Why aren't die boy and
father being helped? Surely they deserve it. Students will research
what it takes to qualify and see if the boy and his father would for their
area. Where would the checks be sent?
3. Help students discover where they can help in their community.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will research the welfare system.
2. Students will go out into the community and volunteer where their
services would be most needed. Ex. homeless shelter, clothing/food
drive, volunteering at the hospital, soup kitchen, write letters to local
newspapers to increase awareness.
Evaluation: Discussions held in class and the student's initiative to help in their own
community.
Related Texts:
At the Sound of the Beep-Mary Sach
Taking Care of Terrific-Lois Lowry
Monkey Island-Paula Fox
It's Our World Too-Phillip Hoose
Source: Adapted from Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site
http://\\ww.carolhurst. com/titlcs/flya\vayhomc. html
The Librarian Who Measured the Earth -Kathryn Lasky
Illustrator: Kevin Hawkes
Little, Brown and Company (1994)
A very intelligent Greek man, Eratosthenes, studied very hard and became a
librarian at a very prestigious library. He always wanted to learn more and was full of
questions, one being exactly how big is the earth.
Theme: Almost anything is possible if you set your mind to it.
-New pathslInner strength




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. measure the circumference on several objects in the room.
2. calculate angles and then figure out the circumference
3. make a papier-mache' globe and then measure the circumference.
Activities:
1. Read aloud the book The Librarian Who Measured the Earth-Kathryn Lasky
2. Discuss with students how the librarian was able to measure the Earth and
apply that knowledge to calculate and measure objects in the classroom.
3. Students will make a papier-mache' globe and will then calculate what the
circumference is before actually measuring it.
Materials: several round objects, balloons, newspapers, papier-mache' recipe,
paint, art supplies, class globe, book: The Librarian Who Measured the Earth
Guided Practice:
1. Read the book The Librarian Who Measured the Earth and discuss
with students the key concepts. Talk about how the librarian opened a
new path in mathematics.
2. Help students measure the circumference of objects in the classroom.
3. Show students how to papier-mache'
Independent Practice:
1. Students will calculate and measure the circumference of objects in the
classroom.
2. Students will make a paper mache' globe that will first calculate the
circumference for and then measure exactly to see if their math was
correct.
3. Students will write on note card the circumference of their globe and
how they calculated their answer.
Evaluation: Students will keep journals of all their math calculations and the globe with
note card will serve as evaluation.
Related Reading:
Fraction Fun-David A. Adler
Fraction Fun -David A. Adler
lllustrator: Nancy Tobin
Holiday House (1996)
Fractions are shown in easy to understand versions and everyday objects are used.
The varying ways that fractions can be formed and displayed are shown and hands on
projects are given for first hand opportunities.
Theme: Fractions can be seen daily in our lives,
-New paths
-Students may work with fractions in the classroom and complete the projects
suggested in the book.
Bees Dance and Whales Sing: The Mysteries of Animal Communication -Margery
Facklam
Illustrator: Pamela Johnson
Sierra Club Books for Children (1992)
This book describes various forms of animal communication. There are many
different ways to communicate and many animals have ways very specific to their
species. The illustrations depict several animals and tells what their form of
communication is.
Theme: There are manyways to communicate.
-New paths
-Informational
-Start by asking students what communication is? Have them tell you different
ways humans communicate. Have students tell you what they know about animal
communication. Read them a chapter or two from the book and then have
students do their own inquiry.
Topic: Language Arts
Grade Level: 4th
Context: Discussion, Inquiry, Writing
Objectives: From this lesson the students will be able to:
1. describe what communication is.
2. explain various ways that people and animals communicate.
3. use picture and informational books as a resource to discover more about
communication.
Activities:
1. Read aloud a couple chapters from the book Bees Dance and Whales Sing:
The Mysteri~ of Animal Communication-Margery Facklam
2. Discuss with students what communication is and have them brainstorm
different ways that humans communicate.
3. Ask students to explain similarities and differences between human and
animal communication.
4. Students will tell what they know about animal communication.
S. Students will do an inquiry on animal communication
Materials: book: Bees Dance and Whales Sing: The Mysteries of Animal
Communication, resource and picture books, writing materials
Guided Practice:
1. After reading the book by Margery Facklam discuss with students
various forms of communication.
2. Allow students access to many books to help them do an inquiry on
animal communication.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will do an inquiry on a particular animal and the way that
they communicate.
2. Students will write down important information to be shared with the
class.
3. Students will illustrate their animal and then attach the written
information below.
4. All of the students' work will be combined to create a class book on
animal communication.
Evaluation: The individual written and illustrated animal reports along with the class
book.
Related Texts:
The Bee Tree-Patricia Polacco
Somewhere Today-Bert Kitchen
The Bee Tree -Patricia Polacco
Philomel Books (1993)
Mary Ellen is tired and bored with reading and would rather be outside playing
and running, Her grandfather takes heron a journey to find a bee. tree for honey. He
later explains the adventure, wisdom, and knowledge found in books, but they must be
pursued like the bee tree.
Theme: Good things may not come easily.
-New paths
-What path did Mary Ellen discover. (imagination). Science: Have students take
a more in-depth look at how bees make honey.
Somewhere Today -Bert Kitchen
Candlewick Press (1992)
The animals of the world can be caught doing what appears to be very strange
things, Animals engage in different activities either for survival or for mating techniques,
Theme: Animals are constantly engaging in activity.
-Share this book with students and talk about animal activity they have seen.
-New paths
-Informational
How to Make an Apple Pie and See the World -Marjorie Priceman
Dragonfly Books (1994)
This story follows a young girl around the world in search of all the ingredients
for an apple pie because the market is closed. The story highlights the fact that what is
considered a convenience to many Americans came about from a lengthy process.
Everything has to come from somewhere and this book illustrates exactly how and where.
Theme: Many things are connected and combined to make a whole,
-New paths
-Have students study where sugar comes from, cinnamon, etc. Lead students to
discover that things don't begin on the grocery store shelf.
The Tortilla Factory -Gary Paulsen
Illustrator: Ruth Wright Paulsen
Harcourt Brace and Company (1995)
This story explains how the food on our tables begins as a crop in the ground,
Workers have to first work the land and then plant the seeds in order for a crop to grow.
The crop is then harvested and taken to a factory where it is made into an edible product
for our homes. The cycle then repeats itself, for the food gives the body nourishment to
work in the fields to harvest the crops that grow from the soil,
Theme: Living things are created in a process and complete a cycle back to the earth.
-New paths
-Have students look at the cycle of crops and how they become the foods we




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. dictate a recipe and explain where all the ingredients originated from
2. do an inquiry on a recipe of their choice
Activities:
1. Read aloud How to Make an Apple Pie and See the World-Marjorie Priceman
and The Tortilla Factory-Gary Paulsen
2. Discuss with students the main concept of these books: the origin of foods that
we see everyday and accept as one thing and not containing many components
with different origins.
3. Students will research a recipe of their choice and discover where each
ingredient originated from.
4. Students will seek out new paths as they write out the recipe and the origin of
each ingredient, including country if applicable.
Materials: Books: How to Make an Apple Pie and See the World and The Tortilla
Factory, recipe books, writing materials, maps/atlases
Guided Practice:
1. Review with students the main concept in each book.
2. Show the students an example of a recipe that you researched and
found the origin of each ingredient
3. Ask students to explain why wewould want to know where the
ingredients originate from.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will select a recipe containing at least five ingredients
2. Students will write down the recipe and then research the origin of
each ingredient. ~.- .
Evaluation: The recipes with an explanation of the origin of each ingredient
A Tree's Tale -Lark Carrier
Dial Books for Young Readers (1996)
This is the life of a tree that the readers see grow from the start of it being planted,
The tree survives through many, many generations and serves several major purposes
throughout this time. The tree was a trail marker for the Indians, a swing for children, a
look-out for ships at sea, and finally a historic landmark for the many years it has seen.
Theme; Nature tells a story over time through natural landmarks,
-New paths
The Wall -Eve Bunting
Illustrator: Ronald Himler
Clarion Books (1990)
A young boy and his father make a trip to the Vietnam Memorial. They are
looking for the name of the boy's grandfather. They meet a crippled veteran and see an
older couple crying and consoling one another. They find the grandfather's name, trace
over it, and carry with them the honor of his duty to America.
Theme: The past shall not be forgotten.
-New paths
-Discuss with students the significance of memorials and list many of those found
in the United States.
Seven Candles For Kwanzaa -Andrea Davis Pinkney
Illustrator: Brian Pinkney
Dial Books for Young Readers (1993)
The history of this African American holiday Kwanzaa is explained, This seven
day celebration is described in-depth as what takes place and is meaningful for each day,
Theme: Heritage is important as reflected through traditions and holidays,
-New paths
-As a class, write/discuss the importance of family and American traditions, How
is history passed down through holidays and traditions? Why do we need to
study other cultures?
Market -Ted Lewin
Lothrop, Lee, and Shepherd Books (1996)
This book tells about markets around the world. Every market is slightly different
depending on what resources are available, It is, however. universal for people to make
money or purchase their most basic items at a market.
Theme: We rely on each other to make a living.
-New paths
-Informational
-This book would be a nice lead-in for a social studies unit. Students could look
at the u.S. and what products are sold where and why. How are things sold or
transported?
Shaker Boy -Mary Lyn Ray
Illustrator: Jeanette Winter
Browndeer Press, Harcourt Brace and Company (1994)
An "orphaned" boy is left to grow up in a Shaker community. Everyone is treated
equally, work is shared, and all are like one big family. The boy learns how different this
new life is from his old one.
Theme: Different does not mean wrong.
-New paths
-Talk about what makes a community like this successful (positives and
negatives) and gather information on Shakers. Discuss ways in which a school
can function like a Shaker community.
Aunt Harriet's Underground Railroad in the Sky -Faith Ringgold
Crown Publishers, Inc. (1992)
A girl and her younger brother discover an old ramsbackled train in the night sky
while flying, They are invited aboard by the conductor, Harriet Tubman, Cassie is
hesitant, but Aunt Harriet reassures her that she has never lost a passenger. The children
learn all about slavery and the slaves who were saved by the underground railroad.
Theme: History can be unveiled by talking to those around us,
-New paths
-Have students do an inquiry of Harriet Tubman and compare with Minty and
other children's literature.
Iron John -Eric A Kimmel
Illustrator: 'Irina Sehart Hyman
A Holiday House Book (1994)
Iron John was cursed many years ago.and changed into a wild man. He was kept
as a prisoner by a king until the king's son freed him and ran away with Iron John into
the forest. The boy, Walter, was put in charge of looking after a magic spring that turned
anything that touched it into gold. The boy accidentally let things fall into it. and he is
sent away to find a king to.work for. The boy, now a man. falls in love with a servant girl
Elsa. He disguises himself as a golden warrior and wins the hearts of the kingdom
princesses, but it is only Elsa who he really wants. In the end, Iron John's curse is lifted
and he is returned to the status of a king and Walter and Elsa go off with him.
Theme: Appearances can be deceiving.
-New paths
John Henry -Julius Lester
Illustrator: Jerry Pinkney
Dial Books (1994)
John Henry was a very large man who was blessed with immeasurable strength.
He used his strength to build incredible things for his family, but decides to go on the
road to work for the railroad. He is delayed by a road being built and stops to pave the
way through a huge "boulder," John does make it to the railroad where he works through
the mountain faster with his two sledgehammers than the steam engine. He becomes
admired by everyone and his legend continues to live on.
Theme: Use your talents to the fullest by helping others.
-New paths
-Have students look at tall tales.
Dance ofthe Sacred Circle A Native American Tale -Kristina Rodanas
Little, Brown and Company (1994)
Indians relied on the buffalo for their survival needs. When the buffalo began to
move and became hard to follow and find. the chiefs met together to discuss the tribe's
situation. A small boy listens intently and goes off to find the Great Chief in the Sky to
help his people. The Great Chief rewards the boy for his bravery by using the earth and
the animals to «reate a horse, the most perfect animal in the boy's eyes. The horse
multiplies magically and the Indians now have a fast way to hunt the buffalo.
Theme: Every small contribution is important.
-New paths
-Discuss with students how everyone contributing creates a whole.
Lights on the River -Jane Resh Thomas
Illustrator: Michael Dooling
Hyperion Books for Children (1994)
A migrant family is followed through the eyes ofa young Hispanic girl, Teresa.
She is the baby-sitter for her little brother and baby cousin while her family labors in the
fields. They have no place to call home, except for wherever their family is at the time.
They are extremely poor, and for their second work stop they are housed in an old
chicken coop. Teresa learns how important her family truly is to her.
Theme: Home is with your family.
-New paths
-Have students look at the lives of migrant workers,
Introduction to Challenge to Seek Inner Strength
Picture Books to be Read Aloud:
Kate Shelley Bound for Legend -Robert D. San Souci
Wilma Unlimited: How Wilma Rudolph Became the World's Fastest Woman-
Kathleen Krull
The Empty Pot -Demi
Discussion/Go~t.ls:
Discuss with students how inner strength is conveyed in each story. Compare and
contrast the various ways that inner strength is shown from the characters. Students will
explore what inner strength means to them.
Kate Shelley Bound for Legend -Robert D. San Souci
Illustrator: Max Ginsburg
Dial Books for Young Readers (1995)
Kate Shelley is a young girl who lives very near the main train route. She knows
exactly when trains are scheduled to arrive and depart, because she hears them all the
time. On the night of a bad storm, Kate goes off in the night to warn the train that the
bridge is out by her house. Her courageous effort saves two men from the raging river
overflowing its banks. She later learns that the train had already been stopped and word
of the bridge being out had traveled.
Theme: Human value can be increased by risking your life for the protection of
strangers.
-Inner strength
Wilma Unlimited: How Wilma Rudolph Became the World's Fastest Woman -Kathleen
Krull
Illustrator: David Diaz
Harcourt Brace and Company (1996)
This is the story of Wilma Rudolph and how she overcame overwhelming odds to
become the world's fastest woman. She was one of22 children and was extremely small
and sick as a child. Wilma was stricken with polio and couldn't walk for the longest time
without a brace. She worked diligently to regain strength in her legs, and went on to
become an outstanding basketball player in high school. In college she ran track on a
scholarship, went on to the Olympics) and brought home three gold medals.
Theme; A strong desire and willpower will grant you success.
-Inner strength
-Students may do a study of other famous people who have overcome great odds
to become successful.
The Empty Pot -Demi
The Trumpet Club (1990)
In China, many years ago there was a boy. Ping, who loved flowers as did the rest
of the kingdom. The emperor loved nature, especially flowers, but he was getting old and
would be needing a successor. All the children in the land were given flower seeds to
grow, and the child who grew the most beautiful flower would be given the kingdom.
Ping took very good care of his seed. but it would never grow, He had only an empty pot
to bring to the emperor, but that was his best effort. All the other children brought
beautiful flowers to the emperor, but they had all cheated, for all of the seeds had been
cooked. Ping was given the kingdom.




Lyddie is a very strong willed girl who works extremely hard to payoff the many
debts her family has. She takes on a dangerous job in the mills of Lowell, Massachusetts
in 1843. She becomes quite skilled at her job along with the ability to read and write.
Lyddie is determined to make something of herself and all the hardships she endures at
the mill make her an even stronger person. Lyddie's drive comes from her yearning to
keep her family alive and well.




Things to Notice and Talk About
• Lyddie displays a lot of courage, strength, and many signs of hope throughout
the novel. Lyddie's mother, Charlie, and Lyddie all display this hope. Is hope
a theme of the book? Which of the characters are "hopers"
• Lyddie displays a constant quest to get to her family'S farm back. In the
beginning Triphena helps Lyddie in her quest. Does Lyddie achieve her quest?
What does she achieve? What other characters help Lyddie or hinder her in
her quest? What other characters are on quests? What are the quests? Do they
achieve their quest?
• How does the author convey the characters feelings and thoughts to the
reader? Where does the author used foreshadowing? Cite specific examples.
What other literary techniques are used?
Activities
• Make copies of the letters Lyddie writes throughout the novel and have
students watch her spelling, grammar, and use of words What causes the
improvement?
• Reference is made to the fact that the railroads are bringing cheaper wool to
the mills from the West, eliminating most of the sheep-raising in New
England at the time. What other effects of the railroads at the time might be
worth exploring?
• Child labor laws are worth investigating. What are the child labor laws now?
What were they at the mills of Lowell? Where is wool fabric made now?
Why? Students can calculate how much they would have made weekly,
monthly, yearly using Lyddie's salary. Students may also wish to calculate
how much free time they would lose if they had to work all day and then go to
school at night.
• In 1911, New York's Triangle Shirtwaist Factory caught fire and 146 people
died, mostly sweatshop seamstresses unable to escape. Had the conditions in
the mills changed much in the seventy five years between the time ofLyddie's
mill and this one? What did cause the change finally? What are the working
conditions in factories now? Are most factories unionized now? Why or why
not?
• Form literature discussion groups, where each member is responsible for a
different role in the story. Scene Setter, Character Captain, Vocabulary,
Illustrator,etc.
• Students can write a 1-2 page paper placing themselves as a child in the time
period of Lyddie. Students will write from the perspective of a child who is
working to help support their family and trying to get an education at the same
time.
Related Books:
Thee Hannah -Marguerite de Angeli's (A story about Quakers, like the Stevens,
in a different setting at the about the same time.)
Trouble at the Mines -Doreen Rappaport (A young girl's account of the coal
miners' strike in Arnot and the struggles of her family.)
Source: Adapted from Carol Hurst's Children's Literature Site
http://"www.carolhurst.comititles/lyddie. html
Chapter Book To Be Read Aloud
Eleanor Roosevelt -A Life of Discovery -Russell Freedman
Scholastic Inc. (1993) P.188
The life story of Eleanor Roosevelt is unfolded throughout several photographs.
It describes her somewhat sad and lonely childhood, which helped give her the strength
to overcome her lack of beauty and become one of the most influential women in the
United States. Eleanor led an exciting life, standing by her husband's side through every
major accomplishment or tragedy he endured. She was a kind, courteous, and
independent woman and these traits earned her the respect from people of all nations.
Theme: Life is definitely what you make of it.
-Inner strength
Chapter Book To Be Read Aloud
Sean's War -Leone Castell Anderson
Shadowplay Press (1997) P.159
This is the story of a young boy who grows up on the frontier with his alcoholic
father, step-mother, and younger brother. He's there to witness encounters with the
Indians and sees firsthand the brutality of war. Sean often feels himself being pulled,
because he is white and believes the horrible stories his pa has told him about the Indians,
but at the same time he has seen the Indians treat the white man quite fairly. Sean does
not always know which view is right or both.
Theme: Finding your own beliefs by watching others make mistakes.
-Inner strength
The Khan's Daughter A Mongolian Folktale -Laurence Yep
Illustrator: Jean and Mou-Sien Tseng
Scholastic Press (1997)
Mongke, a poor man's son, was told by his father that he would marry the Khan's
daughter. The man decides one day to go and fulfill his fathers prophecy. He finds the
Khan and his daughter but must undergo three tests in order to prove himself Through
luck and good fortune Mongke outwits the seven demons and takes back their wealth.
After the other two test, Mongke still comes out on top and wins the Khan's daughter.
Theme: Achieve your dreams by going after what you desire.
-Inner strength




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. compare and contrast varying folktales.
2. write their own folktale, presenting aspects of a particular culture.
Activities:
1. Read aloud the book The Khan's Daughter A Mongolian Folktale-Laurence
Yep (see Dragonwings)
2. Discuss with students what a folktale is and provide various folktales for them
to browse and read both American and multicultural
3. Students will do a Venn diagram comparing and contrasting two folktales
4. Students will write their own folktale (see American Folktales)
Materials: writings supplies, various folktales, paper for Venn diagrams
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss the book The Khan's Daughter A Mongolian Folktale with the
students.
2. Talk about the elements that make it a folktale and have students tell
you what American folktales they know
3. Do a Venn diagram on the board comparing The Mongolian Folktale
with an American folktale.
4. Ask students to evaluate the importance of folktales in our culture.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will select two folktales and do a Venn diagram comparing
them.
2. Students will write their own folktale using the process described in
the American Folktales project.
Evaluation: The venn diagrams created by the students and their written folktales
Extension Activity:
1. Read The Lion's Whiskers-Nancy Raines Day
2. Students will write a personal account of a challenge that they faced and
overcame.
3. Students can create an art project using varying mediums like the illustrations
in the book (collage)
4. Direct connection to folktale writing
The Lions' Whiskers -Nancy Raines Day
Illustrator: Ann Grifalconi
Scholastic Inc, (1995)
This is the story of Fanaye, a woman too old to have children, but longs for a
family. She marries a man with a young son, but the boy does not accept her. She seeks
the advice of a medicine man and does what he asks, getting the lion's whiskers. She
learns patience and gains inner confidence and strength,
Theme; We hold many of the answers we seek inside of us,
-Inner strength
-Have students write a personal account of a challenge that was faced and
overcome, Students may also create an art project using varying mediums
(collages) or do creative writing,
American Folktales
Begin a unit on folktales by having the students create their own folktale using the
story of a classmate. Try: Have You Heard This One? Begin the activity by having the
students sit in a circle and swap stories about happenings in their own lives. Then ask
each student to select a partner and write down the other person's story. Students should
feel free to embellish and add facts or details in any way that they see fit. Students can
then take turns reading their folktales (tall tales) to the class.
Other Activities:
Draw a picture
Make a shadow box
Make a mural of tall tale areas in the U.S.
Make a puppet character
Make a mobile
Write your own tall tale
Act out a tall tale
Tell a tall tale to the class
Dress a doll
Dress as a tall tale character
Make rock people tall tale characters
Write about a tall tale character-true or a story character telling about his life
Do a tall tale using Reader's Theater
Tall Tale Heroes





























Source: Adapted from American Folktales
http://lalcon.jmu.edu/schoollibrary/lolkumt.iltln
Pink and Say -Patricia Polacco
Philomel Books (1994)
A young white lad of 15 is found wounded on the battlefield and picked up by
another young black boy. The two of them together learn the harshness of war and what
a true friend is. The two boys are taken in by Pink's mother for a time until Say is nursed
back to good health. The boys run, for fear of endangering Pink's mother, but are
eventually caught and taken to prison where the two are split apart never to see each other
again,
Theme: Rely on friendships to overcome hard times.
-Inner strength
-Have students do a study of the civil war and the difference between the rights of
black and white soldiers.
Topic: Reading
Grade Level: 5th
Context: Writing (Venn Diagram)
Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. compare and contrast the difference between black and white soldiers
2. create a Venn diagram.
3. express a greater understanding of the civil war through the study of
characters.
Activities:
1. Read aloud the book Pink and Say-Patricia Polacco
2. Discuss 'with students several key aspects of the book (effects of war, the
treatment of the soldiers)
3. Talk about some of the similarities and differences between the black and
white soldiers.
Materials: Pink and Say, paper, reference books
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students what they already know about he Civil War
2. Have students tell you what they know about the treatment of blacks
and whites during that time.
3. Discuss similarities between the soldiers of that time.
4. Ask students to explain the significance of the differential treatment
between white and black soldiers.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will create a Venn diagram for the two main characters in the
story.
2. Characteristics of the treatment of a black and white soldier will be put
into the Venn diagram.
Evaluation: The Venn diagrams that the students create and the understanding they
express during discussions.
Extension Activities:
1. Read Sadako-Eleanor Coerr
-Discuss with students the effects of war and make connections between the
two wars.
2. Read The Faithful Friend-Robert D. San Souci
-Discuss with students the interracial friendship and compare it to the
characters Pink and Say
Sadako -Eleanor Coerr
Illustrator: Ed Young
G.P. Putnam's Sons (1993)
Sadako was just a baby when the atom-bomb was dropped on Hiroshima. It is
many years later and the city is almost back to the way it was. The diseases the bomb
caused, however, will never be gone. Sadako develops leukemia, the atom-bomb disease.
She fights hard to survive and starts folding paper cranes. because legend has it that if
you fold 1.000 you will be saved and your wish will come true. Sadako dies at a young
age, but her determination and will live on forever in the hearts of all who hear her story.
Theme: Go after what you desire by believing in your dreams and yourself
-Inner strength
-Informational
-Have students talk about the atom-bomb on Hiroshima and the many effects it
had the those who survived.
The Faithful Friend -Robert D. San Souci
Illustrator: Brian Pinkney
Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers (1995)
Two boys of different race are raised together by a wealthy man, Monsieur
DuFoe, because the Monsieur's wife dies giving birth. A widow and her infant son move
into the Monsieur's house to help take care of the other child. The boys grow to become
the best of friends and treat each other as brothers. They will do anything for each other
and this is proved several times throughout the story.
Theme: Loyalty is extremely important, possibly life-saving.
-Inner strength
-Discuss with students friendships, especially interracial friendships.
Teammates -Peter Golenbock
Illustrator: Paul Bacon
Gulliver Books, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers (1990)
This is the story of Jackie Robinson and the strength it took for him to play
baseball in an all white league. It took a lot of courage for Pee Wee Reese to befriend
Jackie and breakdown barriers.
Theme: Fight for what you believe is right.
-Inner strength





Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. understand the connections across topics
2. demonstrate the use of several intelligences
3. explain how baseball can be looked at as more than a game
Read the book: Teammates-Peter Golenbock
Activities:
1. Bodily Kinesthetic: Playa game of baseball
2. Linguistic: Commentate a baseball game
3. Musical: Sing baseball songs
4. Intrapersonal: Write-would you have had the strength to do what Jackie did?
Why or why not?
S. Interpersonal: In pairs create a dialogue of how to break down segregation
6. LogicallMathematical: Calculate batting averages, home runs, distances on a
field.
7. Spatial: Draw a baseball field and color it.
An inquiry on segregation during that time period may also be done.
Evaluation: Informal observations and any written materials or projects the students hand
In.
Smoky Night -Eve Bunting
Illustrator: David Diaz
Harcourt Brace Company (1994)
There are riots in the streets and a young boy, Daniel, witnesses all of the turmoil
with his mother and a neighbor Mrs. Kim. Their apartment is burned and they are forced
to go to a shelter. Daniel sees his cat and Mrs. Kim's cat befriend each other even though
they are very different. Daniel's mom follows this example to get to know Mrs. Kim
better.
Theme: Don't let exterior differences affect your judgment.
-Inner strength





Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. report on current events
2. create a class newspaper
3. write a newspaper article
Activities:
1. Read aloud the book Smoky Night-Eve Bunting
2. Discuss with students current events and how Smoky Night was written after
the L.A. riots.
3. Have students bring in newspaper clippings of current events
4. Students will summarize and report on current events.
5. Students will create a class newspaper writing articles about significant
happenings in the classroom and in the school.
Materials: newspapers, news magazines, poster board, art supplies, writing
materials
Guided Practice:
1. Read Smoky Night and discuss with students how this book was a
reaction to a current event.
2. Discuss several current events. from a recent newspaper.
3. Show students how to summarize an article by "pulling out" the key
points.
4. Ask students to explain the importance of being aware of current
events.
Independent Practice:
1. Students will bring in newspaper articles of current events.
2. Students will practice summarizing some of the articles they bring in.
3. Students will write an article for a class newspaper using people and
significant happenings from the class and the school.
4. Students will combine all of their articles into a class newspaper.
Evaluation: The summary of articles, collection of articles, and class newspaper
composed of original articles.
Minty-A StOll' of Young Harriet Tubman -Alan Schroeder
Illustrator: Jerry Pinkney
Dial Books for Young Readers (1996)
This is a fictional account of the early life of Harriet Tubman. Her nickname was
Minty coming from her birth name Araminta. She had a longing to be free and very
much did what she wanted to. She hated slavery and vowed to be free one day. Her self-
determination and strength are to be admired,
Theme: Believing in oneself can lead to amazing accomplishments.
-Inner strength
-Students may do a study of Harriet Tubman and slavery during the Civil War.
John Brown One Man Against Slavery - Gwen Everett
Illustrator: Jacob Lawrence
Rizzoli International Publications (1993)
John Brown was a man who despised slavery, He taught his children that
enslaving another human being was wrong, and he fought long and hard to convince
others of this inhumanity. John Brown, with the support of others who believed in this
cause. stormed Harpers Ferry. VA. This was a government arsenal filled with thousands
of weapons and guns John wanted to give the slaves to help free themselves. His raid
brought the country much closer to the Civil War.
Theme: Fight for what you believe in.
-Inner strength
-Have students do a study of the Civil War and other prominent figures against
slavery.
A Picture Book of Sojourner Truth -David A. Adler
Illustrator: Gershom Griffith
Holiday House (1994)
Sojourner Truth, born Isabella, was a slave until receiving her freedom from a
former master. She won two court cases in her lifetime, which was unheard of for a
black woman, and she later went on to fight against the harshness of inhumanity that
slavery imposed on black people. She learned the hard way that freedom from slavery
did not mean freedom from discrimination, poverty, and hatred.
Theme: Stand up for what you believe in.
-Inner strength
-Students may do a study of slavery, the life of a slave woman, and possible




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. use picture books to learn about slavery and important figures of the time.
2. create a comparison and contrast chart for Harriet Tubman and Sojourner
Truth.
3. write a short description about some of the struggles that Harriet Tubman
went through.
Activities:
1. Read aloud Minty: A Story of Young Harriet Tubman-Alan Schroeder
2. Discuss with students slavery and find out how much they already know.
3. Over a couple of days read the following books:
-Aunt Harriet's Underground Railroad in the Sky-Faith Ringgold
-John Brown One Man Against Slavery-Gwen Everett
-A Picture Book of Sojourner Truth-David A. Adler
4. Students will make a comparison and contrast chart for Harriet Tubman and
Sojourner Truth.
S. Students will summarize some of the struggles of slavery for Harriet Tubman
and write a short description.
Materials: the above listed books, writing materials, charts for comparing and
contrasting, informational books- on slavery and the civil war
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students slavery and the influential people from the
literature.
2. Ask students to explain why we should study influential people.
3. Help students do an inquiry on slavery
Independent Practice:
1. Students will make a comparison and contrast chart for Harriet
Tubman and Sojourner Truth using the books from above
2. Students will summarize the struggles of Harriet Tubman in a short
description.
Evaluation: charts of comparison and contrasting, written summaries
Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters An African Tale -John Steptoe
Lothrop, Lee, and SheperdBooks (1987)
Two daughters lived with their father in an African village, One daughter,
Manyara, had a very bad temper and teased the other sister, Nyasha. Nyasha tended a
small garden and would sing as she worked, It was said that her singing made her crops
the most beautiful around, Both daughters, because of their beauty were chosen to go
before the king to be selected as his wife, Manyara, hurried to the city of the king to be
there first, while Nyasha was generous and kind helping others on her way, In the end,
Nyasha is selected to be the queen because of her kind acts to strangers and animals who
were really the king in disguise,
Theme; Greater awards can be achieved through putting others before yourself
-Inner strength
-Have students engage in Cinderella literature discussion groups,
The Egyptian Cinderella -Shirley Climo
Illustrator: Ruth Heller
Harper Collins (1989)
A young Egyptian girl. Rhodopis, did not resemble the other girls of the land,
She had green eyes and blond hair and was treated as a servant girl. Rhodopis liked to
dance. and her master saw her one day and rewarded her with gold slippers. A falcon
stole one of her slippers one day and it was taken to the Pharaoh. His order was the
woman who could it the slipper would be his queen, The Pharaoh find Rhodopis and
takes her to he his queen.
Theme: Kindness is rewarded.
-Inner strength
-Have students engage in Cinderella literature discussion groups.
The Talking Eggs -Robert D. San Souci
Illustrator: Jerry Pinkney
Dial Books for Young Readers (1989)
This is the story of two sisters, one kind and the other spoiled. The kind sister
encounters a woman in the woods who possesses magical powers and takes the little girl
to her cabin. The young girl is told to collect very special eggs from the hen house and to
throw them over hershoulder during her trip home to receive magical gifts, Her mother
and sister are jealous of her riches upon her return. The spoiled sister, Rose. is then sent
to the woods to find the old woman and the talking eggs. She does not listen and is
selfish so therefore is not rewarded.
Theme: A kind heart will bring much happiness,
-Inner strength
-Have students engage in Cinderella discussion groups.
Sootface -An Ojibwa Cinderella Story -Robert D. San Souci
Illustrator: Daniel San Souci
Delacorte Press (1994)
The youngest of three Indian sisters is bossed around by her older sisters. Her
sisters got the best of everything and lied to their father to explain the youngest girl's
appearance. An invisible warrior is looking for a wife, but only the woman who can see
him he will marry. Sootface has this ability and marries the warrior.
Theme: Appearances are not always as they are perceived.
-Inner strength
-Have students engage in Cinderella literature discussion groups.
The Turkey Girl -Penny Pollock
Illustrator: Ed Young
Little. Brown and Company (1996)
This i~ a Zuni Cinderella story of a girl who is in charge of looking after the
turkeys of the town. She is made fun of by many because of her rags for clothes and for
what she does. There is a big festival that is to take place, The Dance of the Sacred Bird.
She very much wants to attend the festival. but can't because of her rags. The turkeys
talk to her one night and grant her the wish of attending the dance and provide her with a
beautiful dress under special conditions. Breaking the conditions means losing their
loyalty and friendship.
Theme: Keeping your word is essential to trust and friendship,
-Inner strength




Putnam and Grosset Group (1982)
Yeh-Shen, a beautiful orphan girl, is raised by her step-mother. She is treated as a
servant and her only friend is a fish. She nurtures the fish and it grows to become quite
large. The girls step-mother kills her fish one day, but the bones of the fish possess a
powerful spirit. She uses their power to provide food for herself and to have a beautiful
costume for the ball. She turned many heads at the festival, but lost one of her gold
slippers. It is under the cover of night that Yeh-Shen claims her lost slipper and the king
learns who the true beauty is and finds his true love.
Theme; Believing in yourself can lead to great rewards.
-Inner strength
-Have students compare and contrast Cinderella stories.
The Rough-Faced Girl-Rafe Martin
Illustrator: David Shannon
G. P. Putnam's Sons (1992)
There is an invisible man who lives in the village with his sister. The man who is
said to be very handsome will only marry the girl who can describe what he looks like to
his sister. The rough-faced girl who is scarred by working by the fire ends up being the
only woman who can see the handsome warrior and is given his hand in marriage.
Theme: Beauty comes from within.
-Inner strength
-Have students engage in Cinderella discussion groups.
Lily and the Wooden Bowl-Alan Schroeder
Illustrator: Yoriko Ito
A Doubleday Book for Young Readers (1994)
A beautiful girl is asked by her grandmother to keep her head covered by a
wooden bowl so as not to tempt the many men who would be captivated by her beauty.
A wealthy farmer approaches Lily and asks her to come take care of his wife. The wife
treats Lily very poorly, but her son becomes taken by her. Lily has to prove herself
through what seems an impossible task, but she comes out successful due to her wooden
rice paddle given to her by her grandmother. On Lily's wedding day, the spell on her
bowl is finally lifted and her beauty is unveiled.
Theme: True beauty comes from within.
-Inner strength




Objectives: From this lesson students will be able to:
1. compare and contrast Cinderella variations.
2. create a Venn diagram that shows a comparison and contrast between two
Cinderella stories.
3. story tell a variation ofa Cinderella story to a small group.
Activities:
1. Divide the class into small groups of about 4 students
2. Each member of the group will read a different Cinderella variation.
3. Each group member will story-tell the Cinderella book they chose to read.
4. Students will then create a Venn diagram for two Cinderella variations.
Materials: writing supplies, paper, the following books:
Mufaro 's Beautiful Daughter; An African Tale -John Steptoe
The Egyptian Cinderella -Shirley Clilmo
The Talking Eggs -Robert D. San Souci
Sootface: An Ojibwa Cinderella Story -John Steptoe
The Turkey Girl -Penny Pollock
Yeh-Shen -Ai-Ling Louie
The Rough-Face Girl-Rafe Martin
Lily and the Wooden Bowl-Alan Schroeder
Guided Practice:
1. Discuss with students what they remember about the original story of
Cinderella.
2. Story-tell the original version of Cinderella
3. Discuss with students what makes Cinderella variations unique
(values, beliefs, cultures.)
4. Ask students to explain the value of there being Cinderella variants.
5. Review with students how to make a Venn diagram and compare and
contrast two books
Independent Practice:
1. Students will story-tell a version of a Cinderella
2. Students will make a Venn diagram for two different versions of
Cinderella.
Closing Set:
1. Discuss with the whole class what they noticed about some of the
similarities and differences among the different Cinderella variations.




Ticknow and Fields Books for Young Readers (1994)
A General and his troops come to a schoolyard and tell all the people that they are
now under his control. Nobody spoke, but while the general was in mid-sentence a small
shoe was thrown and hit the General behind the ear. He roared asking who had done it
and sent his troops to find the child with only one shoe, but to his dismay everybody had
taken off their shoes.
Theme: Individuals can find strength in numbers.
-Inner strength
-Lead students in a discussion on supporting one another and standing up for what
you believe in.
Amber On the Mountain -Tony Johnston
Illustrator: Robert Duncan
Dial Books for Young Readers
Amber befriends a young girl Anna who moves to the mountain with her family.
Anna believes like her father that "you can do almost anything you fix your mind on."
Ann teaches Amber how to read.
Theme: Where there is a will there is a way.
-Inner strength




Eleanor was left alone with two younger brothers by age eight They were sent to
live with relatives, but then her father reappeared and was the center of her life for a time,
until he was killed in a fall when she was nine. At age 15, Eleanor was sent to boarding
school. There she excelled and made many friends, despite the ugly appearance she
always perceived she had. Eleanor grew to become a remarkable lady including the First
Lady of the United States.
Theme: Rely on inner strength to go against the odds and achieve more than is expected.
-Inner strength
-Have students do a study on the life of Eleanor Roosevelt and that of her husband
Franklin or read her biographical chapter book.
More Than Anything Else -Marie Bradby
Illustrator: Chris K. Soentpiet
Orchard Books (1995)
This is the story of a young black boy who labors from sunup to sundown with his
brother and father. They are very poor and often hungry, but he cares more about
learning to read. He befriends a man he hears reading aloud one day and asks him to
teach him the letters he sees on the Page. The boy feels saved after just learning the
sounds of the alphabet and how they correspond to the print on the page, '
Theme: Don't stop believing in yourself.
-Inner strength
-Have students look at history and how difficult it WaS for a black man or woman
to learn to read.
My Great-Aunt Arizona -Gloria Houston
Illustrator: Susan Condie Lamb
Harper Collins Publishers (1992)
Arizona was a very tall little girl who loved to read, sing, dance, and grow
flowers. Arizona went to school with her younger brother and when she had read all the
books there she went away to school to become a teacher. She returned to her hometown
to teach many years later. She taught her students of far away places and said they would
visit the places she had only visited in her mind.
Theme: Learning is an on-going process that should be cherished.
-Inner strength
-Have students do an inquiry of one-room school houses from the past.
The Wave -Margaret Hodges
Illustrator: Blair Lent
Houghton Mifflin Company (1964)
This is a folktale of a Japanese village that is saved by a wise old man who
sacrifices his only crop. The old man had very precious rice fields that served as his only
income. When an earthquake struck the town and raised the sea into a giant wave, the
old man burned his fields to raise the attention of his villagers and to bring them up the
mountain to safety. All of the people were saved even though the village was destroyed.
Theme: Sacrifice your own needs for the benefit of others.
-Inner strength
